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Feeblemindedness, or as It is often called, mental defi-
ciency is a state of arrested mental development. Mental defect
is fundamentally a medical and psychiatric problem which offers
a large field for research as to etiology and variations of the
types. It furnishes the psychologist a wealth of material for
study and is a significant factor in the educational and in-
dustrial fields. Furthermore, it is one of the largest social
problems which confronts social workers. The situation is qilte
aptly described in the Wood Report as follows: "The real cri-
terion of mental deficiency is a social one, and a mentally de-
fective individual, whether child or adult, is one who by rea-
son of Incomplete mental aevelopment is incapable of indepen-
dent social adaptation."^
Contrary to popular belief, there are several degrees of
mental deficiency. The lower grade defectives, namely. Idiots
and imbeciles, are usually recognized fairly easily by their
physical appearance and obviously low mental content. In gen-
eral, idiots . belong in an institution. Likewise, Imbeciles
need to be supported and protected. However, if given suitable
industrial training, a few are capable of contributing something
toward their own support. It is of the utmost importance that
they be placed where their limitations are understood and where
all their activities can be supervised.
ti
!i 1. Wood Report quoted by Penrose, Lionel S. "Mental Defect,"
p. 13 Farrar and Rinehart Inc., N. Y. 193^
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!| On the other hand, only a small proportion of the morons
I'
I
!' are institutionalized. The community provides for the well be-
I
haved morons by training the boys and girls in Special Classes
ti
(>
i
in the public schools and later giving them employment in the
li
unskilled occupations.
i|
jj
Those morons who become involved in social difficulties
! and cannot be absorbed in the public schools or general comnunlty
I
' are most likely to be placed in schools for the feebleminded.
I
ij All the instruction within the institution is carefully graded
I
according to the mentality of the patients. Consequently, the
' morons may receive the most benefit from the training. The edu-
cational curriculum, the manual training instruction and even
jj
the recreational programs are planned to establish the right
l| habits of work and play and to stabilize their emotional life.
II
It is not possible to “cure' the feebleminded but they can be
i
!{
helped to find their place in the world. By developing and
I
training to the uttermost all their assets some will be able to
] return to the community to e.^rn their own livings.
I
Since 1922 Massachusetts has provided for the parole of
patients from the State Schools for the Feebleminded. (See
General Laws Chap. 123i Section b8.) at the Walter E. Fernald
State School the patients are selected by the medical staff
and are usually placed at wages in the community under the supei^
vision of the social workers. Failure to give satisfaction or
o-
to make suitable adjustment may mean that a patient must be
returned to the institution. Frequently an Individual is given
It
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i| several trials in a variety of homes oefore she is adjusted or
I
is considered an ultimate failure and therefore is returned to
V.
the Institution. However, it is hoped that during the period
i! in which the patients are on parole they will make a gradual
• adjustment to community life, become economically indepenaent,
aevelop more stable personalities and overcome any anti-social
i!
behavior; in this way many individuals will be able to be dis-
n
J
cnarged from supervision as they have proven capable of manag-
i!
j|
Ing their own lives. In considering whether or not a satis-
li
factory adjustment has been made it is important to remember
the individual's mentality and environment as every person
should adjust on his own mental level.
As a result of our experience with the female parolees of
the moron and borderline levels of the Walter E. Fernald State
School certain principles regarding supervision have become
evident. It is hoped that these will be helpful to all who
are trying to guide the feebleminded in the community.
In general, one may say, regardless of their chronological
j
age the feebleminded are so immature that their mentality is
essentially that of children. Owing to their weak will power
they are extremely sug^;estlble either for good or bad. Their
Judgment and reasoning power are so poor that they are unable
Ij
to think clearly; they do not know what to do in difficult or i
i| unusual situations and are not able to foresee the consequences
of their acts. They find difficulty in making practical appli-
cation of the lessons they learn; furthermore, they do not gain
I
by experience and seldom apply a previous lesson to present
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|: Probably the most outstanding fact is that no two feeble-
!i
jminded persons are anymore alike than a group of normal indi-
ividuals. While they all have a limited intellectual endowment,
I
.each has a different personality and consequently presents a
variety of behavior traits which must be carefully considered
l|by the social worker. Let us consider the five Individuals who
is
;! are being presented later in this paper. Margaret, a low moron,
Ijis a docile and lethargic girl who has never presented any per-
sonality or behavior problems. When placed in a home where she
f has received minute supervision in all details of daily living,
Ij
il she has made an excellent adjustment and is efficient on her
i!
i;
mental level. Irene, who has a much higher mentality, took a
long time in becoming an efficient worker. When she returned
I
[
to the community she needed much help in developing the right
II
I
I social attitudes. For example, she found difficulty in getting
'j
jl
along with children; she felt superior to housework and was not
\ Interested in learning to become a more efficient worker; and
she needed guidance in establishing habits of thrift and in flrd-
: ing suitable recreation. Nevertheless, she profited by the
;! supervision and was eventually discharged as being capable of
jl managing her own life.
|i
j On the other hand, Marie, a bright girl who should be able
;1 to earn her own living, has been given several trials in a
I.
-variety of homes, but, at present, is considered a failure.
Qnployers have been unwilling to keep her because she has not
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benefited by any method of criticism or Instruction and has
i been so markedly Inefficient and superficial. Although at first
ji
she seemed successful when working with children, she was an
i
j ultimate failure. Furthermore, she was inclined to be bold and;
I
|,
forward; she resented being a maid rather than being Included
' in the family; she was never satisfied with the amount of recre-
!i
,
atlon provided and continually sought a greater variety,
jj
Eva, who had a very poor background and who was a typical
i: sex delinquent, needed intensive training and close supervision
ij for many years but finally made a satisfactory adjustment to
.
community life. Now she shows no evidence of a sex drive ex-
! cept by being unusually talkative when in the presence of males,
ii
" She has a rather trying personality because she is a decided
,,
verbalist and is extremely loquacious; she delights in express-
ing her views on any subject and has no realization of the
;
limited quality of thought. And lastly, Ruth, a high grade
I
|i
ji girl, was never any disciplinary problem but she has a most
|j
peculiar personality. Although she tried to please, she was
M
l|
most inefficient and for a long time was unable to profit by
|! any method of instruction. Furthermore, it has been difficult
I
to help her as she has seemed almost totally lacking in emotion*:
As one employer expressed it, she could understand her better
I
I
if she would only lose her temper once in a while, Instead of
j
f !
showing such a consistently passive attitude.
[
It should be remembered that the problems of the feeble-
minded are manifold. Many of these individuals, if given
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suitable training and supervision, become efficient workers
and develop excellent social habits. Others require more i
i
guidance to prevent either their personalities becoming too
serious handicaps or their behavior exhibiting too many anti-
social qualities. Of course, many of the feebleminded may be-
come involved in sex difficulties due to their fundamental
traits, namely, poor Judgment and reasoning power, lack of fore-
sight and suggestibility. Nevertheless, it has been our ex-
perience that if placed in a suitable environment and carefully
supervised, only a small proportion of the feebleminded are
sexually delinquent. They can be helped to control their sex
offenses and make their behavior socially acceptable.
Another important factor to be considered is the mental
level. The mentality of any individual, considered as an
entity in Itself, is no indication of his probable success or
failure. One needs to consider the reactions of the whole
person, including his social qualities, personality traits and ^
general performance as well as his heredity and early environ-
ment. Although Margaret never had a mental age over 7 years
and 8 months, she made a surprisingly good adjustment within
a short time. The other four girls had mental ages of at least
12 years, but one has been a failure so far and another has
not made a satisfactory adjustment until recently aind was ex-
tremely slow in the process.
Since the feebleminded are not alike but have different
problems, personalities and abilities, they must be treated.
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I as normal persons are, on an individual basis. It is utterly
' impossible to formulate general rules which will apply to all
,1 cases*
The five cases which are presented in detail in the next
' pages are typical examples of the feebleminded. They illus-
t
•( trate the general characteristics of mental defectives and
i’
r
i: form the basis for formulating certain principles of super-
’ vision which apply to every feebleminded person. Furthermore,
j those who have not received Institutional training, if they
i
.]
are to remain in the community with any degree of success,
1
,j need supervision simlliar to the kind given those who have
•j
j been in institutions.
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A MORON WHO HAS NEVER PRESENTED ANY SERIOUS BEHAVIOR
OR PERSONALITY PROBLEMS
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Margaret was brought up in one of the moderate sized in-
dustrial cities. Nothing is known concerning her family his-
tory as both her parents died when she was quite young; she
was an only child and there are no known relatives. Margaret
' was placed in a local orphanage where she received good care
under a motherly matron. It is reported that she seemed "pe-
I'
cullar” from five years of age but no liilormatlon is given to
'• show what type of peculiarity was evident. She was a good
girl, helpful, and generally obedient but at times displayed
a violent temper. She was useful In assisting in the care of
i'
i' the younger girls and doing some of the household chores but
ji needed constant supervision. However, no effort was made to
:)
I
train her in any particular kind of work and what she learned
I to do was incidental to her life in the orphanage. In those
days the children remained in the orpheinage until grown and
did not have the advantage of foster home placement. Beyond
childish play, there were few recreational outlets. However,
t,
she did have several vacations with friends.
|:
Soon after she became of age an application was filed
ii
for her admission to the Walter i?ernald State School be-
Ij
'
ij cause it was recognized that she could not compete with nor-
i
mal individuals in earning her living due to the fact that she
j
needed much supervision. She was admitted to this School
i
when nearly 22 years of age. At that time her mental age was
i
'i
;j
7 years and 8 months and her intelligence quotient was 47.
Examination in school work showed she could do first grade
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' arithmetic and spelling, low second grade language, and sec-
ond grade reading and writing.
At the School, although Margaret was quiet, she was
friendly and sociable and generally got along nicely with the
other girls. She cried easily, was sensitive and rather child-
Isn and liked attention. She was always goodnatured and agree-
j able, seemed to appreciate kindness, and was most amenable to
'I
discipline; at no time did she ever display any interest in
the opposite sex. Furthermore, she took good care of her
clothing and was neat in her personal appearance. After ad-
i;
i! mission she presented no behavior or personality problems.
'' With continued supervision she was an inaustrious worker and
I'
jj
particularly helpful in doing the general ward work and as-
j
sisting in the kitchen; she could not cook independently but
li
Ij could do the simpler chores.
!i
j
After receiving seven years of training she was con-
i! sldered for parole because she had a good disposition, was
i!
not difficult to manage and was a willing worker. She was
placed with Mrs. Temperley to assist with the simple housework.
Mrs. Temperley was a most understanding and motherly type of
I
person who took a personal interest in Margaret, She had had
j
experience in managing difficult girls as another social
i agency had placed in her care girls who were Doth mentally
I
deficient and delinquent. She was described as being a hard-
.1
working, thrifty person who had been unusually successful in
j; training girls.
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Mrs. Temperley lived in a rural district and had charge
of a small convalescent home for elderly people. She needed
a girl to do such simple routine chores as washing dishes,
dusting, cleaning, helping to arrange and carry trays and pre-
paring vegetables. The work was carefully planned to make it
as easy as possible. INages were at the rate of four dollars
a week.
Margaret has remained in this home for six and one-half
years and has made an excellent adjustment. She has learned
to do the ordinary routine work and is faithful and interested
in it. At first she was rather slow and when corrected was
'f
i| inclined to be sulky yet was willing and tried hard to please.
Her good disposition was an asset, especially when she was al-
I
ways friendly and cheerful to the patients, as she accustomed
|i herself to the work and the household, the quality of her work
improvea, she became quicker and leamea to take more responsl-
j
bility.
i!
If Margaret aid anything which she realized was wrong,
* she became much ashamed and always apologized. At one time
!l
j
Mrs. Temperley discovered that Margaret poured greasy water
I
down the set tubs instead of emptying it outside in a desig-
'!
nated place. When the tubs became so clogged that a plumoer
had to be called, Mrs. Temperley scolded Margaret. The latter
I, was very much frightened, cried, and promised that she would
ji
never do such a thing again and never has.
Although Margaret has always had an unusually pleasant
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disposition, she di.splayed considerable jealousy when another
a
girl was paroled temporarily to Mrs. Temperley. She assumed
an independent attitude and several times was saucy in her
replies when requested to do certain work. Mrs. Temperley
5 handled the situation by making Margaret realize that she
:
would not allow anyone to speak to her in such a manner. Mar-
garet is also extremely Jealous of anyone who may be employed
t'
j' from time to time to help with extra work.
I
I
Mrs. Temperley has given Margaret constant supervision,
• not only in her work, but throughout her daily life. She
watches her as carefully as a child; sees that she wears rub-
ii
; bers and sweaters, carefully protects her against taking
}
colds. She is very particular that Margaret establish the
Jj
right personal habits regarding such matters as bathing, car-
i
Ij ing for her hair, eating proper food and getting sufficient
sleep and exercise. She watches her in much the same manner
}i as she does her elderly patients. Margaret takes no resoonsl
. bility in these matters but is willing to do as she is told.
I]
' She does not require a great deal of recreation and is satis-
!
! fied with anything provided for her. She enjoys attending
I'
church, riding in an automobile, shopping and going to the
r
{,
movies. She can be trusted to take a bus to the nearest city
ii
and do some shopping by herself. However, Mrs. Temperley
always makes very definite plans for Margaret's recreation
j! and knov s exactly where she is going, what she will do and
r
I
when she will return. Often Margaret will telephone to her
I
I
t
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[,
employer while away from the house to ask If she can do any
errands for her.
i
During the entire period Margaret has been paroled she
has been contented, has proven entirely satisfactory and seems
well adjusted. She has presented almost no behavior or per-
sonality problems except Jealousy which her employer is able
I,
to control. Undoubtedly her adjustment is due to the fact
It
{
that she was placed with an unusually understanding employer
who realizes Margaret's deficiencies. Mrs. Temperley and Mar-
I.
j|
garet have an unusual affection for each other and their rela-
te tion is more like that of mother and daughter than of employer
and maid. Margaret has a child-like devotion toward her em-
I.
!j ployer, obeys her implicitly, and is Jealous when anyone else
ij shows her any attention. Since being paroled she has improved
in personal appearance, poise, and ability to converse. She
has learned to talk fairly fluently but most of her conversa-
!
tion is a repetition of her employer's ideas and shows almost
i
j,
no originality. In a rather amusing way and quite uncon-
jj sclously she Imitates many of Mrs. Temperley* s mannerisms and
li
I
j
modes of expression. Although Margaret is very childish and
I
ji is mainly a routine worker, considering her mentality she has
learned to take a surprising amount of responsibility. She
I has made an excellent adjustment and should continue to do
u
:}
well as long as she is able to remain in the same home.
!'
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Very little is known concerning Irene's relatives, bhe
was an illegitimate child and there is no information about
her paternity. The mother married after Irene's birth and had
one or two more children; she is said to have been intemperate
and to have died of tuberculosis.
From the age of one year Irene was in the care of a so-
cial agency as a dependent child. At first she lived in an
institution but at four years of age was placed in a private
family. She was so difficult to care for that it was neces-
sary to transfer her at frequent intervals from one home to
another. From an early age she was described as being un-
truthful, dishonest, sexually delinquent and thoroughly un-
dependable, She was untidy in her toilet habits until after
ten years of age. During the early adolescent years she was
placed in a home where she had very careful supervision on
account of her delinquent tendencies and her desire for the
companionship of boys. Nevertheless, she had relations with
a boy, was pronounced pregnant, and at fifteen years of age
was placed in a small Institution for unmarried mothers. Al-
though later it became evident that she was not pregnant, it
seemed best for her to remain there as a means of discipline.
After a year and a half she was transferred to a home where
she earned small wages. She needed close supervision and in
every respect had to be treated as a child. She could not be
trusted with members of the opposite sex and at times she dis-
played a violent temper. She was unable to do errands satls-
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factorily but could do household chores if someone worked with
her.
Because of her intellectual immaturity and delinquent ten-
dencies she was admitted to the Walter E, Fernald School when
twenty and a half years of age in order that she might receive
further training and supervision. At that time she had a men-
tal age of 11 years and 10 months and an intelligence quotient
of 7’. At first she was very erratic, stubborn, untruthful
and quarrelsome but she gradually made considerable improve-
ment. Although inclined to be independent and to want her own
way, it was possible to reason with her. She was generally
j
goodnatured, got along well with the other girls, was obedient
and tried hard to please. Her conversation and behavior were
j
I
extremely childish and silly. She was apt to be over-
M
affectionate and had the habit of forming violent attachments
|
to other girls. One of her greatest difficulties was her ten-
dency to take any clothing that appealed to her. She was so
sly and underhanded that she usually denied any knov/ledge of
the missing articles although they were often found in her
possession. She selected the higher grade girls as her spe-
cial friends and enjoyed attending all the social functions
planned for the patients. On account of her physical condi-
tion she had a complete hysterectomy. After sixteen years of
training Irene became an industrious worker and could do all
kinds of domestic work with less direction than the majority
of girls at this institution. It was believed that she had
41
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made sufficient improvement to warrant giving her a trial in
the community,
! Irene was first paroled temporarily to Mrs. Knight who
needed a girl to help her during the summer; wages were four
dollars a week. Mrs. Knight owned a summer home at an attrac-
tive but quiet resort. The family consisted of only Mr. and
Mrs. Knight, both refined people. Mrs. Knight had an excel- i
lent understanding of the problems connected with feeble-
;
minded girls and was able to give Intelligent supervision,
|
i
She took a personal Interest in Irene and tried to provide
!
suitable recreation. She Included Irene in automobile rides,
took her shopping and helped her with her sewing. Irene en-
joyed her work and proved most satisfactory. She did the gen-
eral housework but was not expected to do any cooking. She
I
was goodnatured and willing and seemed to present no particu-
lar difficulties and was well recommended by her employer.
She remained in the home for four months,
j
As Irene had apparently made such an excellent adjust-
\
I
!
ment she was Immediately given a permanent position. Her em-
I I
I
ployer, Mrs. Taylor, lived in a beautiful ten room house in
I
an attractive residential district. The Immediate community
' offered a girl very little recreation. However, there was a
church nearby and a few stores; movies were accessible by
street car. Although Mrs. Taylor did not include Irene in
!
the family, she was willing to take her on auto rides and take
a personal Interest in her.
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IThe family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor and five
children between sixteen and four years of age. Mrs. Taylor
was a well educated woman who used to teach school and who
I
was interested In social work, bhe seemed most understanding 1
i
and was very kind to everyone who worked for her but was In-
dined to become emotionally Involved in their problems and
was too klndhearted to be strict in her discipline. However,
she had employed girls from this institution for four years
and had always provided Intelligent supervision.
IAlthough Irene seemed to get along fairly well, it was
j
i|
several months before she made as satisfactory an adjustment
[
as had been hoped. It was difficult for her to realize she
was a maid rather than a member of the family and frequently
she over-stepped the boundary and expected too many prlvl-
j
leges. Perhaps this was partly due to the fact that Mrs, I
Knight had included Irene in all of the family activities
and had even introduced her to many of her own friends. An-
other factor to be considered is the fact that when Irene
was first placed with Mrs. Taylor, the latter was so tired
and nervously exhausted that she was confined to her room and
later was sent to the hospital. Although a very capable woman
was in charge of the household, Irene was not as strictly
supervised as she would have been if Mrs. Taylor had not been
ill.
Irene found great difficulty in adjusting herself to the
younger Taylor children, bhe became cross when they inter-
©vil briz *to.r
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fered with her work or spoiled something she had Just finished, j
as for instance, when they deliberately made finger marks on
j
her clean windov/s. Although Mrs. Taylor did not Intend that I
the children should bother Irene, she was continually upset
by them and entered into many of their quarrels. Mrs. Taylor i
tried to keep her children away from Irene as much as possible
when she was working and endeavored to make them respect her,
Irene tried to assume too much responsibility in managing the
children and often corrected them and interfered with their !
discipline. At first she did not hesitate to reprimand the
children even in the presence of their oarents but after re- !
I
I
peated scoldings, she became quite sly about it. She was
j
often cross and rude to them when she thought she was alone
j
but when anyone else appeared she assumed a pleasant attitude
toward the children. Her Judgment was so poor that she was
not expected to handle any difficult situation or anything
other than the usual routine. The social worker tried to make
;
Irene realize that the disciplining of the children was not
her duty. Told her that it was ex-remely childish to quarrel
and advised her that even if the children interfered with her
work, the matter must be referred to Mrs. Taylor and she should
not concern herself with the kind of discipline they received.
The situation gradually became less acute and Irene was not
so easily upset.
Irene's general attitude toward her work was poor. She
felt that housework was a great burden and was far beneath her.
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!She did her work carelessly, complained a great deal
,
and
wanted to do everything in her own way. She resented any criti-
cism or correction even when given in the kindest manner and
frequently became sulky and displayed a temper. Mrs. Taylor
|
tried to encourage Irene by praising her for tasks she did
|
well, Hov/ever, this method did not prove successful as Irene
assumed that everything she did was satisfactory. Mrs, Taylor
was advised that she should be more firm with Irene if she
j
hoped to see any improvement.
i
Later, social worker told Irene that she was not doing I
well and that it was imperative that she change her attitude.
Advised her that instead of feeling superior toward house-
work she should be glad of the opportunity to earn her own
living. Also tried to make her realize that homemaking was
an Important task and she should feel proud to be able to as-
sist Mrs. Taylor in this work. Pointed out to Irene that Mrs,
Taylor scolded or corrected her only when she had failed to
do her work properly. Tried to help her understand that Mrs.
Taylor was not trying to be critical but was only helping her
to be more efficient. She seemed surprised to realize that
she was not satisfactory, cried a great deal, and promised to
make more effort.
Irene talked considerably about the good times she had
with her former employer and made unfortunate comparisons of
Mrs. Knight and Mrs. Taylor. She was most ungrateful for all
that Mrs. Taylor did for her and never showed any pleasure or
I
I
I
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gratitude. When it finally becajne evident that Irene hoped
to be allowed to return to Mrs. Knight's she was frankly told
that this was not possible. Pointed out to her that the
School was trying to help her become adjusted so that she
could earn her own living and that she could not expect to
take the S'jmmer off when vrorking for wages. At first Irene
was very much upset but within a short time she tried harder
and took more interest in her work.
However, Irene continued to have many characteristics
that were most irritating. She was loud and boisterous in
her manner and raonopo_ized the conversation when she was
taken riding or when guests were entertained. She seemed to
have no faculty for keeping things neat and was extremely
slack about both her work and her oersonal appearance. She
had no taste in selecting clothes and lacked sufficient in-
terest to take care of the articles; at times she looked so
untidy that Mrs. Taylor was ashamed of her.
Irene was very Irresponsible and undependable. One day
she was driven to a nearby shopping center and plans were
made to meet her the latter part of the afternoon. However,
Irene was not found at the appointed place and after waiting
an hour the party went home without her. Later Irene tele-
phoned saying that she had lost her pocketbook and had gone
to a friend's home. At times Irene was able to take more
responsibility than her employer expected, but on other occa-
sions she did the most unusual things. l?‘urthermo re, she was
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not always truthful and often created a false Impression by
her exaggerations.
One day when Mrs, Taylor went to Irene's room she found
several articles of clothing which belonged to her daughter.
She did not talk with Irene about this as she was not sure
whether Irene deliberately took them or whether she took the
pieces to her room to launder. Mrs, Taylor had no proof that
she ever took articles that did not belong to her but several
times things had disappeared although there always seemed to
be some plausible explsination. Later social worker told Mrs.
Taylor that she had learned that two articles of clothing
were missing from the home where Irene and another parole
girl spent a week's vacation. Irene was called into the room
and social worker told her the situation, taking the attitude
that probably she had packed them by mistake. Irene seemed
embarrassed and denied all knowledge of the articles. Never-
theless, after being told to go to her room and look for them,
she returned with one of the articles but offered no expla-
nation why she had it in her possession. This was the last
time that Irene was suspected of taking anything that did not
belong to her.
One of the major problems in supervising Irene was ar-
ranging suitable recreation. Although she was allowed to
visit a few friends, was permitted to attend church and the
movies, and was taken on special outings by both her employer
and social worker, she seemed very restless and was continu-
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ally reaching out to make further social contacts. Soon after
Irene was paroled to Mrs. Taylor she became over-zealous in
locating other girls on parole and in being over- friendly with
I
them. Contrary to the regulation that she must obtain per-
mission first, she was likely to communicate direct with other
parole girls and unless definitely restrained, visited or tele-
I
phoned to them too frequently. She was also prone to visit
some of the girls at the School too often and wanted to give
some of her friends expensive presents. For example, she
planned to give one girl three Christmas presents, one of
which was to be a five dollar watch.
Irene also became acquainted with a young girl who worked
for one of Mrs. Taylor's neighbors. The girls visited back
and forth and often spent the evening together. Within a few
months, however, this friendship was carried to the extreme.
The girl worked on Irene's sympathy by telling her what a hard
time she had in getting along as she had not received her
wages and had contracted bills which she was unable to pay.
Irene felt sorry for her, gave her presents and loaned her
money. As soon as social worker understood the situation she
told Irene that this must stop immediately and made her go over
to the neighbor's house and wait until the money was returned.
Advised Irene that she could not buy any more presents for the
girl nor could she loan her any money. Irene seemed to realize
that she had been unwise and should not have become so emo-
tionally disturbed by the other girl's problems.
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It was also learned that Irene had been sitting up late
night after night in order to be with her friend. Although
Irene claimed she could work better when she retired late,
the results proved this to be untrue. Social worker discussed
the matter with Irene and advised her that not only was it
bad for her own health, but it was also unfair to Mrs. Taylor
to spend ner energy in such a way that she was not in good
condition for work the following day. Advised Irene that she
must go to bed at a reasonable hour and should not expect to
oe with her friend whenever she had free time.
Another problem which had to be faced was Irene's manage-
ment of her wages. Although Irene's wages Increased from five
to seven dollars a week her savings were small. She made a
fairly good oeginning by opening a Christmas Club account out
sne did not make the payments regularly. As she was very
generous with her money and frequently gf^ve her frlenas gifts,
she was toid that she could give presents only on Christmas
and birthdays. However, she did not adhere to this rule and
on one occasion gave a girl a cheap watch and several other
articles before she left on her vacation. She also spent con-
siderable money on small gifts for the children in her own
household; many of these articles were useless. Irene also
gave several parties and had to be watched closely lest she
prepare too elaborate refreshments.
Frequently Mrs. Taylor and social worker discussed fi-
nancial matters with Irene trying to help her realize the
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necessity of saving. Usually Irene excused herself by saying
that she had had to spend a certain amount for clothing, dental
bills and the like. Tried to show her that she was wasting
her money by buying useless things as she had little to show
for the money she earned. Irene generally made good resolu-
tions to set aside a definite sum each week, but seemed unable
to actually do it.
She remained with Mrs, Taylor for three and one-half
I
years but at that time had to be placed in another home as
Mrs. Taylor was financially unable to keep her. Mrs. Taylor
explained to Irene her financial difficulty and gave her the
choice of returning to the School or remaining with her at
reduced wages. Although Irene willingly accepted a reduction,
within a short time it was necessary for her to leave as Mrs.
Taylor was unable to pay her any amount.
Mrs. Taylor felt badly to lose Irene as she had proven
to be a real help. She had learned to get along much better
with the children and took excellent care of the baby born
while Irene was living in the home. She could do all kinds
of household chores and learned to be a fine cook. Irene con-
tinued to have a carefree attitude, was inclined to be heed-
less and noisy in her work and was by no means tidy. She re-
sented criticism and often was sulky and disagreeable. How-
ever, Mrs. Taylor felt that her good oualitles more than off-
set her faults. She tried hard to please, was very generous,
and often went out of her way to do something thoughtful.
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Irene was next placed with a friend of LUrs . Taylor, Mrs.
Carlson. The family lived in a quiet residential section of a
moderate sixed town. Most of the neighboring houses belonged
i
to large estates owned by wealthy people. Mrs. Carlson’s home
was a rather small Cape Cod cottage.
The family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Carlson who were be-
tween forty and fifty years of age and their five months old
baby, Mrs. Carlson was in poor physical condition and found
it difficult to adjust herself both to her poor health and to
the care of an Infant; she worried a great deal and had become
very nervous and irritable. However, she was willing to take
a real interest in a girl, included her in automobile rides,
and made special plans for her to attend the movies and meet
her friends.
The first problem which had to be met was the management
of Irene's wages of seven dollars a week. During the three
and one-half years Irene worked for Mrs, Taylor she had put
in the bank only one hundred and ten dollars and had accumu-
lated bills amounting to thirty-five dollars which had not
been paid, iaoclal worker talked over the matter very thor-
oughly with Irene pointing out to her how foolish she had been
in contracting her debts. Reminded her that at the time she
did this, not only had her wages been reduced, but the possi-
bility of steady work had been uncertain as her employer had
felt she could not afford to keep her much longer and social
worker had been doubtful that another place could be found
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for her Immediately. Advised her that she had been earning
extremely good wages but had nothing to show for it except
more clothes than she needed and a trunk and boxes full of
articles which were stored in the basement, furthermore, she ii
was several months behind in her payments on a Christmas Club
account, Irene seemed to feel very badly about the whole mat-
ter and for the first time realized that she had been unwise
in her expenditures, '
This proved to be a real lesson to Irene and from that
time she made an honest effort to manage her wages more wisely..
As soon as her debts were paid she saved regularly and seemed
to feel a genuine thrill as she saw her bank account grow.
I
Many times she remarked how much she regretted her former '
wastefulness after she realized how much she might have saved.
Although often lapsing, she tried to be thrifty and was proud :
to be able to report that she had spent her money for necessi- ^
ties and could plan the expenditures so carefully that she
j
could save a considerable amount after she had made up her !
mind to do so.
The problem of suitable recreation no longer was para-
mount. In addition to a few special outings planned by social
,
worker and frequent drives with Mrs. Carlson, Irene was al-
lowed to visit one particular friend once a month and was per-
mitted to visit other girls at infrequent intervals. She was
also able to go to the movies and do her shopping as she
desired. While Irene was friendly and desired companionship.
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she was much more settled and contented so that she no longer
I
made as many efforts to communicate with a large number of
parole girls or former patients. Furthermore, since she had
proven to be reliable, she could be trusted to have more prlvi-'
' leges than many of the other girls, '
On the whole Irene seemed to make a fairly good adjust-
|
ment in this home. Within a short time of her being placed
there, Mrs, Carlson reported that Irene did satisfactory work
I
t
Sind required few directions and little supervision. She was
j
I
goodnatured and happy, tried hard to please, and was willing !
i
i to do any type of work. She was fond of the baby and liked to
help with his care.
About eight months later Mrs. Carlson's reports were not
so good. She was becoming more and more discouraged with
Irene as she was so slack about her work and always left the
kitchen in an untidy condition. Frequently she left dirty
dishes in the sink and seldom carried out instructions to wash
II
1
the baby's dishes separately. Sometimes she let the electric
i
I
light bum all night and several times left the gas Jet open.
, She planned her work poorly and was likely to let it drag until
I
she had to work hard to finish the required chores. For in-
stance, she neglected the pots and pans and then had to spend
an entire afternoon scouring them. Mrs. Carlson felt she had
' tried all methods of approach but nothing had any permanent
results. When spoken to Irene would do the work as directed
but the follov;lng day would do as she pleased. It seemed
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Impossible to train her to be systematic and neat, Mrs. Carl-
son felt that she preferred to have a different girl who would
be neater and more methodical.
Social worker advised Mrs. Carlson that it was true that
Irene's greatest difficulty was her carefree manner and un-
systematic methods. Reminded her that Irene was mentally de-
fective and could not be expected to have the same Judgment
and ability to plan as a normal person. Pointed out to her
that Irene did not need as much supervision in her spare time
as another girl might require and that Irene was trustworthy
and honest and was good to the baby.
Mrs. Carlson had a long talk with Irene and made her
realize that there was a possibility that she might not remain
there. Almost immediately she seemed to try harder. Never-
theless, because of her general carefree manner there were
times when she was extremely forgetful and heedless. One
night she went to bed and left a teakettle boiling on the
stove. Mrs. Carlson was concerned lest something disastrous
happen. However, she decided to keep Irene rather than train
another girl.
Irene remained with Mrs. Carlson for fourteen months and
finally left when the family decided to spend the summer at
their camp where accommodations were not suitable for includ-
ing Irene. Furthermore, Mrs. Carlson felt that in the Fall
she would prefer to employ a girl who would not expect such
large wages. Although Mrs. Carlson was not satisfied with
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Irene she liked her kindhearted and willing attitude and ap-
preciated her thoughtfulness; she also felt that Irene did the
rougher types of work very well. Her general attitude toward
Mrs. Carlson was good except on one occasion when she displayed
her temper by stamping her foot. Irene herself stated that
Mrs. Carlson had given her splendid training which she felt
had been good for her as she used to have a quick temper and
often got into difficulties by being Impudent. She realized
that both the training at the School and the experience she
had had since then had helped her to have better control of
herself so that she seldom gave way to her own feelings.
Although Irene was slack and careless she should not be
blamed too severely for not giving satisfaction. Mrs. Carlson
was in poor physical condition and proved to be very irritable,
erratic and exacting. She frequently called on Irene to do
many small tasks so that Irene was constantly obliged to leave
what she was doing and consequently found it difficult to fin-
ish her regular work, i^or Instance, Mrs. Carlson never left
the baby alone and if called to answer the telephone or door-
bell, Irene had to leave her work to stay with the baby.
After Irene had had a vacation she was paroled to the
matron of a small Home for elderly people. This was only a
I
temporary position as she was substituting for a parole girl
who was ill. Mrs. West, the matron, had had two parole girls
frcm this School for six years. She was an excellent woman
who had a good understanding of our girls and who managed i
'.
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them most tactfully and provided unusually good supervision. !
Irene fitted into the Home and got along nicely with the !
other parole girls as well as with the employees. She did
various kinds of work such as caring for some of the patients'
rooms, and assisting in the kitchen. She was a quick worker
and proved entirely satisfactory.
One day Irene and two of her particular friends who were
also on parole visited social worker to discuss their plans
for the future. They felt they had had sufficient experience
since leaving the School to be able to take care of themselves
and wanted to rent a furnished apartment and earn their living
by going out to work. Two of them thought they could find
laundry work and the other was s’ure that she could do house-
work by the day. Each had some savings to contribute and
Irene had a few articles of furniture.
Without comment social worker let the girls talk about
their plans in order to find out exactly what they had in mind.
She then discussed with them the practical side of the matter
in an objective manner, trying to conceal her own feelings as
to the Impossibility of such an undertaking. i?lrst nolnted
out to them that their plan meant a complete change in their
method of Jiving which would be purely experimental. As so-
cial and economic conditions were then much disturbed,- few
people felt it wise to take such risks. As an example of
what was meant, advised Irene that she had had little experi-
ence in doing laundry work outside of the School laundry and
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It would be difficult for her to secure regular employment.
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Told her of another parole girl, who fortunately lived with
j
relatives, who was an experienced laundress and had been out
of work for three months. Furthermore, unless they lived in
a community where daily helpers were employed rather than
regular maids, it would take time, carfare, and the like to
build up a reputation so they would be regularly employed.
Then helped the girls plan a simple budget of expenses in-
volved in their plan and the amount each girl would have to
earn to pay her share of household expenses. Also reminded
them that in addition to their living expenses they would
have to earn enough to pay for dentists' and doctors' bills,
clothing and recreation, besides adding to their savings ac-
i
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count. Throughout the discussion social worker tried not to
let the girls know that she disapproved of their plan but
helped them reason it out for themselves and see that it was
almost certain to fall as they would be unable to earn suffi-
cient money. Finally, when social worker advised them she was
not giving them a definite answer but wanted them to think over
what she had told them, one of the girls immediately replied
that she realized the plan was not practical. Undoubtedly
this Influenced Irene a great deal as after talking a little
longer the girls quickly changed the subject and asked about
the possibility of their being discharged from the School.
Social worker again discussed the matter from the practical
standpoint, shov/ing them that in such an uncertain period
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oJf 9^il oriJ r>at* « iD'Xjr,^ tLuQv jl 'taXa3»t
.tti'[C' dea^ Ul-ufij.uas'? ecf f'£iJ'0»» oa « <jx< tLlud
-ni aeanoqxa lo Tf^c^wo’ je, iialq uLtl^ afi^f ttfqlaxi noriT
CS svB/i £>Ii?ow C»Tl5 lioav ^lujcm s/l^ hna rualc 'tierf^ njt fcovCov
fcaftnXwiD'i oafA .saan&qxa bioriaruuod Ic •'liira ‘lail v.«c o^l' ma®
f)Xi/ow ^irxi •Tiarf^f oi ncisi’ bjd ni dBci^i ated^
^aribd 'eTOsXr.c^i ^^Je> ’ t:o1 i^sq o4 rigijcne’ mj&e od ©vnjii
-o« a3UfTi.vBfl ^irericJ oj xnxbbji aoi>Xa«cJ ,r.ci. fcas ^nXxtJofsi
oJ Son bel^S 'rsjf'TOir faloo® nofasi^'iji ifc ort^ Suoii^vc^iiT .^rurco
Kiijd njztq lo fcevcnqqafilb &d8 wcqjt a It £3 stfJ cfel
«»«»r .rx Jjari^ 395 6CIB F,'3v£3«333£i j TC*'i JL-C XX /loaA&'i mericf b^qLGd
-iitL'B ma© o.y eidj^nif ©c blucw aa Ixal nla-XTao ^aojjla
aaw 9xifo i«9c{^ J!>e«iy£ws *i93l'-iow ijhtooa ^ffa^v ,xeflC(n cfneXo
3YO 5iffiriJ“ oJ tnfeTiij be^jriA^ <J’ucf 'isnrsfus a f26 f(*J ^nlYis
x>9 irqs'i \£33zit&ai(ct el^ii.^ lo ©no ,aj3iIX i)Co.t Ivari ©fla Jarfw
^ll-e ic^jL/oi^ny .Taol^t^'anq ^cn aaw nalq bf.vt/Iaa'y s/le
J5 snX?{£si TeJ-lA 8fl I&i^b JB-iTg a.enenl beonaui'tni alrlJ
dtJCjdB fc©>t8fi 5n.G eriJ be^nsrlo 'cXJ^^X^P aX’Tfls ©liJ lasnoX
.focrloBi ©rid’ wotlI jbe3T:arioaiI> ^ni&df ^xlerid to x^tLidXe>icq ©rid
lAoidoAtq ©rid (flo-it teddACi erid bfiec^oelb nis^B neii’iow XaIooS
boin^q niadn^nnu na rioi/c nX JBtii fWild ^ntworia .dnicqfcnAda
Ithey were fortunate to have the School back of them in case of
;
Illness or unemployment. The girls seemed to feel satisfied
I
in their own minds and left contented. i
After working at the Home for two months Irene was trans-
ferred to Mrs. Merrill. The family lived in a simple modem
cottage which was located in an attractive residential suburb
which offered many opportunities for the proper use of a girl's
!
leisure. Mrs, Merrill, a Southerner, had a genuine interest
|
!
in people and enjoyed trying to help them develop their own
I
lives. She was particularly accustomed to girls from poor
environments as her mother used to take such girls into her
own home to train them as maids. She felt she had a practical
understanding of the required supervision because of her ex-
perience with a maid who had an illegitimate child since being
in her employ. Mrs. Merrill had two boys aged nine and eleven
years,
Irene liked her new home and almost immediately felt con-
tented and seemed to make an excellent adjustment. She was
I
fairly quick to learn to do the work expected of her and was
pleased when Mrs. Merrill helped her to prepare different
dishes. For a while she took a domestic science course at
night school but found that with her regular household duties
it was too hard for her to attend,
Mrs, Merrill considered Irene quite satisfactory but at
one time was somewhat troubled over a few matters. The main
difficulty seemed to be due to the fact that Irene was such
j
eajsc nl ctedi to iootioQ arlJ e-^red cd jJ^efsi.'Of'i.ot ftTCOw
.h*?itejtJ-i?<s £se‘t oi i>®3r9«B aXilji eri. , 'to aafrnIXt
Jtoi Xunus axsnlai n»o rX
a«;.' sne'rX sriii^cm owi nut «aioH ^nii^ow 'tsJtA
mabom «Xq/nIa £ nf LevXX i?rit .Ili't'iaJii ,«fiM oS X-anet
d*ijudif8 rjgilrtobXso't <»vXjo£"iJ njs nX bsdjBooX a-ar rloirfw e^p^jco
b to ©aji/ las'rc'rq erlJ 'lot aeXctimjj'toqqo YflASj Xa'iatto tloisiv
anXit^iei a tArt ,'xfrtt'ief{.?t;oe a tXIi'neM .i'tM. .©'jitabeX
riTJO 'ti9(iS qolav&i) a»ri:^ qlad od ^rilxqij bey,oln& Jbns eXqoeq nX
Tocq rc'Tt ifnXg ox beffi.-.xeuooji Yx^i'X^oXX't-aq eaw a/12 .esvXI
led c Xni aX'iX3 dowc ©dad ox baau ladiom ted hb aXosaino'iivne'
XaoiXoa*iq * bad eda XXat o/lS .af>Xam aa ciariX rila'iX oj ©:norl nv^o
I
-xs Tcail to aairatyaJ noiaXvraqxje Jba'tXupa'i ©d.t to ^riibnaXaiab/iu.
irfad aortic blXdo a jjsfflixX^allX aa bAsi oriw btam a dXXw sonaX'iaq
nwoto bfia a/iXa &©j.ia a^od owX lari TIX^'toM .a*iM .YoXqcRa 'lerl nX
.aiaa'i
-noc XXet vXaXaibarrjnX Xacmle ftna aaori wan 'i©ri be; MI
aew ari6 . Xn©ai4ai;f,i)a .t/TaXIaoxo na oj?£fn ox Jb&cieoa brta baX/iax
aawbna 'rod to baXoaqxo jf'icw orix cb c* msaX oX ^oX/jp
.
YX'iXst
Xnaiattib o'taqa'sq cX lorf beqXari IXi't'TaVl .stM 'leriw XaBaalq
X;- f»a'i/.oo BonetOQ oiXeajtrob a iooX sila aXlriw & 'to*? .eariaiJb
at'XXjjJb blorisauofi TaXbge't ‘tori riXXw Xarii^ fenupt Xx.ri Xcorloa X/lsin
.br/eXuS oX ‘T& : TCf biart ooX op^w XX
nXa/f5 sriT .sistXBri *£*t a rcvvo baXdbC^iX Xarfwono* a*''? aoiXX ©no
rioijfe aaw aoe'il XidX Xoa'i eriX Ov vk ©c ox f#ofa^?e \SS,}jolTXtb
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a poor planner that she spent too much time on unimportant
details and did the rest of her work poorly. She was advised
that it would be easier for herself and more agreeable to the
family if she would follow the regular routine; thus, if she
started her main work early in the morning it would be com-
pleted so that she would have time to herself in the afternoon
or evening.
It was also learned that while Irene was trying to save
part of her wages she was again too generous with other parole
girls and at Christmas spent too much money in buying gifts for
everyone she knew. Tried to make Irene realize that while she
was to be commended for her generous spirit she must learn that
it is not wise to overdo the matter. Pointed out to her that
just as she had learned by experience that she should spend
her mohey more wisely on herself, so she must learn that she
should not overdo the matter in regard to other people.
Purposely Irene was given considerable freedom during
her leisure time and was allowed to make quite a number of
contacts with other parole girls. She particularly enjoyed
meeting one special friend and together they went shopping
and attended the movies, church and entertainments. Her
greatest difficulty continued to be her immaturity of manner
and judgment which was shown by her being over-generous or
over-friendly with anyone she liked, spending her money un-
wisely and' wasting time and energy in her work. However, her
intentions were good and with real effort on her part she
; i.
.
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J’njBJ'ioq jbLtu rto Btrt^ doum coi irv^qn ^cie ^jsrfcf leffnalq •rooq a
b^Btvbs BBV . ^I'locq X'xow isd lo deei erij Jbifi slie.t8 £>
oJ- ©Tom bdB ^i'ea'i^ri TO't 'taiefi© ©o' j&Iuow
©rlfi *11; ^BudS. tAluseT ©di wcllol fcXucw ©da J1 ^IXisbI
-moo ©0 l)Ii/ow 31 gnlaiocB ©ri^ ni yCi£© jf'TOw ntsc ‘isd
noon'^iei'ia eri^ nl IXaa'isd emi^ ©vad fcXucw ©rfe ctariJ oa Jb©^©Iq
•anlnev© to
9 V£R o3 snXY't'^ ©ne'xl ©Xidw 3£d3 5©mj^©r ocXs aaw
©lo'iaq leri^o ri^Xw auc'ienas qc 3 aaw ©da e©3.«w “lod lo ^aq
TOl aqiXg rioum oo,J ^tneqa eamJRi*idO 3b bivs. al'tls
©rta sIXriw qjBd;t ©xilBaT ene'tl ©x'ain oq heinT .w©rDl ©da snOYi^ve
J'Bdd’ n'lJBeX Jairm oris 3lTlqa ei/c'tanes frsJ&neimuoo ©d oq saw
dad^ 'leri o3 3tjc bBJnto^ ,i©qiam ©di ott&vo o& ©aiw den aX dX ;
brwqa f)X«crfe aria darid eon9 X*TC©qx9 Lsnxa©; fian ©da aa dent
oda darid nta©! daL'm ©da oe ,l£© 3 -t9 rt nc Y^doai tsd
.©Iqcsq neddo cd In.A^d't ni ntddam ?^dd oXinevo don Xsiuoria
5nXnn£> aiobe&'rt ©.roa*TdbXanoo novig BBff enenl
nadoiun a ©d/up ©dam od hawoXIa a.e« X»na ©mX/ ^nueXeX neri
b©Yot.n© YXtaliJOXd'iaq ©ri^ .alnls ©icnaq tyddo ddXw adoadnoo
Sniqqojrfa dfT©w *Terid© 30 d bna bria L'll C&IoBqe ©no gnXdaam
•i©H .adnsnirXad-'iodn© bna donudo ^BaXvcm ©dd pfebn&dJa Pnar
'i©n/iaia lo ^ JDaurrXdnoo Yd£uoXl':/b daedae-ia
no auQ!'i©n&a~"i©vc gni©d nud Y^ nwerfe aaw doXdw dnomsfaut,
;
-nu 4©nca! lad anUbnaqa exia ©noYrsa ddxw YXi>ny ini -novo
j
nod ^novowoH ,?(now neri ni fi’fl-i*/ snXdaaw bna vieaXw
! ode dnaq nod no Jtoilo laen ddXw bna boeg ©now anoXdnodnX
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made considerable improvement. She gained poise and was less
j
boisterous and childlike although she continued to have a
j
carefree attitude, i^'inally, after making a good adjustment
1
with Mrs. Merrill over a period of two years she was dis-
charged from the School as it was felt that she was capable of
earning her own living and getting along in the community with-
out any real difficulty. At that time she was 44 years of age,
had a mental age of 12 years and 3 months and an intelligence
quotient of 77.
Nearly three years have elapsed since her discharge and
during that time she has proven able to manage her own affairs.
She has remained with her last employer and has received at
least one increase of wages. She still has a good disposition,'
is kindhearted, and appears to be an industrious and capable
worker.
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A HIGH GRADE MORON WHO FAILS TO ADJUST IN THE COMUNITY
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IMarie presents a problem which is typical of the high
grade defective girl whose mentality is actually in the bor-
derline group but whose personality and behavior are such that
she has to be treated on a lower level. She is now 28 years
j
old, has a mental age of 12 years and 4 months, and an intelli-
I
gence quotient of 77. She has a good physique and her per-
sonal appearance is not displeasing. Except for poor occlu-
sion of teeth and a definite nasal twange to her speech, there
is nothing outstanding physically. However, upon closer ac-
quaintance, one realizes that she is quite immature for her
age.
Very little is known concerning Marie’s hereditary back-
ground except the fact that the records state that all rela-
tives were said to be of low mentality. Marie's immediate '
family lived in their own home which was heavily mortgaged;
it was a poor type of home which was located in an undesir-
able district. Marie's father died of heart trouble when
she was a baby and her mother died of Bright's disease when
she was only four years of age.
After the death of Marie's parents, Marie and some of
her siblings were placed in the care of a private social
agency. However, they remained under the agency's super-
vision only a brief period as they did not prove promising
enough to be given a free home. The children were then cared
for by one of their mother's friends until a complaint was
made that they were being neglected and were probably being
( 40 )
rfglri eiU y:-' ol rioiriw asoldc-iq s a^tnseoiq qI^bU
-lod arf-l rsf ai I.Xx5i%{'nera eeorfw I'lXj) 9v/i03‘^5»b ©Sjs'ig
rfotiB t>iA 'tGtvBtiad X>rrA XlAnoe^ieq ©.aodw dt/d quoTg ©nXXiet
aT[;a9X 't^»wor jb r,c ecf od earf s»ria
->XXIodfii fii! ^ne ^adviioai > ,oa«^ 3*ta9X Li io raXncsj a aari ,feXo
-•teg TOri ftfip ©cpteii.rta boo^ b aan . VV 'io J’liaiJoyp eonsg
-uloco t:©©''! Tol Ji5©3x^ ,-5fjXGiid,fc!3i;fc ^on ax agrLegaaqqs lance
d'rerid' ,riO'?dQa lerf oi w^navfJ faaan »JXnilsfo a ftna rf.;9-:»g lo noX»
- 0£ ngsoro ncqt? ^AfftnaJ-adwo gnlridon ai
lol eSlsjp bI erie garid aosXXaog ©no ,9onj3dnXayp
.©Sa
-liOBCf ‘^•. ’oX*^aM aciin'i^onoo nwonii »i. «>X»t'JXX c^bV
-aXai C.X« J»d.f efcgoo© t eri^ J’oat eri,J Jqcoxo XjnuoT3,
egaiX*€>ffiaii
.
^dXXflun^jD «rc-X tc ed oj © tew aavXi
^&©5B;jd^cfn ^Xiv£f>ri ciBiw rioXriw ©aicd itwo 'lidrf.t nX Ibavil
-iXa-aonu na ni hd,faoo,r bbw rioulw satcri 1o 9q^J locq a asw xi
nsirfw 0 Fcftfci^
,
j*rs9Ll lo tQlh leriJs'J .^oliXetfc ©Ida
nariv? oeaaaXo 3 ' dri^Jtnfi •! .- bBlL tciiitcni 'jad X'fts Y<^ad a aaw aria
.©ga 7o aT;a©i£ ’tqol xCno saw ©ria
tc omoa **nB eXnall .adiisnaq "to rfdasi; add neXlA
laiooa a^Bviiq b Io s^bo add n.i fis-oBXq ©lew a^aildla 'xer^
-•jsqua fi’vonojpB ads xabiw bBntame'i yaxid ,'ierawcH ^xone^B
^'ilataorxq €fVO*tc Son bib Tteriit aa ^)ci^oq 'taXtd B .xXno ncXalv
bQ’X&o iiadS’e'iav na'itltiio ©xlT .©aioii ©©'ll b navig ©tf ilgwofw
aBw dnXBlqmoo b XiJm; aonoit'i aWoridoa iXarid *10 ©no
gniad •‘{XdBcfcncc ©new hoA bedo^i^en ^nXed otdw ^©fid d£ffi ©bBui
subjected to immoral influences*
Marie was the last of five children. Her three brothers
have always had a bad reputation. Each was Involved in some
type of sex misconduct and all had criminal records. They
I
were lazy and shiftless, had no steady work, and failed to
support their families. Two served time in correctional in-
stitutions; one of these was later committed as a defective de-
linquent but was eventually released.
Her sister was suspected of being sexually delinquent
when about eleven years of age. She was supervised by a
social agency during her adolescence and was very amenable
to training. She married a steady, industrious young man and
!
had made a fair adjustment in life. She is probably a high
grade moron.
At five and one-half years of age Marie was committed to
one of the child welfare agencies. She was placed in good
|
foster homes where she was given systematic training. However,!
I
she did not profit from this and continued to present many serlj-
ous problems. In school she was annoying as she whispered
continually, told tales about the other children, hugged the
I
boys and acted very silly. Although she reached the third
grade in public school, she showed no Interest in the work
and had to be given considerable instruction at home. She
tried to be a leader in games. Plays and other school ac-
tivities but did not succeed as she lacked ability.
In all the foster homes she was very difficult to manage
3't£‘£iicfi£> 'teli .netMii'io svi'i to edJ ^jsw oi'i^.M
j^.Tfoa ni tBricfK-tit *jaw lioaiil* .noiJiS^ruqe'i iacf & b&il axawla avari
’{aril .e^'tcoQ'l CaniaiiTO ijari XXa hne, ^ojjbaoaatm xoa to
o& ^a:iAt .jt’tcw on t>ari ,p,«vIJttria ba& 't&aX a^ew
-ftl lenoiJ'of^ £100 nl bmlS owT -.aejCIlfflat liodJ »J*ioqqija
-efc av^J’OStab a ca Jba^Jliirnioo -lejaX aaw aat'rivt lo anc ;a:^oX»^n;tl^a
- *boaB6rd"f '^IXaii^nava ej?’^ ;fnat/pfiXX
.inajjpnX-Cajb' x^Iatixo* ^niad to beJ^eaqeua b.^tt qa.tsia daH
£i feasiv'iSQi/a Qji>«r aff3 to «'ie3'{ navofa -da neriw
«t<laf?B(n8 x't^v e-GW f>nA oontoaelobjs lari x-JiiQ^A iBiooa
bnft tuaffi ei/cXTu^jJi.ni .^^©v+s .c b^tin&ir. orfS .gnXnXiSd^ oi
rifiiri A sX ailfc *at£^ nX JrnaaiJ’aiitXJJa » ©JbBffi bjari,
,n0'10£E 3t/515^
bfij-tiurnroo afiw aJt'iAM ogja to adJiat. t' art-eric bfsfi evit JA
boo3 at beoaXq saw ertfi .aalones^ G*i^*,tl9’/r jbfirio eriX to eno
,'TevewoH , 30X^XB^^ oXdAine^^x® nsvi^ caw aria aisriw aeiaori TreJact
1*198 ^OBCi Inasenq oi baunti^noo bns xacdt ^Itortq J’Oii bib erie
bd'tsqGiriw 9rie as ^tx^nriB z&w eds Xcortoe nl ,8£(»XdC'Tfq eiic
9x1^ bfs^ud ,a9*ub£irio 'lori^o eriJ ^uocfr, aeTaJ- ftXoJ- , tlXat/niinoo
Iriirix ©ri.t bertoBS'x aria riSiiortiXA .vXIl* v^tv bo^oa btus b\o6^
ifcCv? orij fji ta9T££>.^fil on b^s’^cria **fl8f ,IcorioB oildijq at eban^
eri^ .etnori a^iioua^aal oXcfA'iablcrroo nevig ed o^ Jberi bas
-OB loorioa bn& ul •x’^bBsI b ed od betas
ri&rioBl 9rie aa Jbeeooije don htb Su'd aetStrtS
ejanBci oS SlLiottttb xto'? ^bw ©rie sei/tori 'le »8ct eri.t IlB fil
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and did not benefit from discipline. She was determined to
have her own way, was deliberately annoying and disobedient,
and stamped and screamed when punished. Furthermore, some of
her mischief was even malicious as she cut the blanket on her
bed, destroyed a newly graded banking and mutilated the stairs.
j
•
I
Evidence was found that she had played v/ith matches and had
I
hidden food which she did not want to eat. She was nervous
|
and excitable, cried easily and masturbated openly. She was !
untruthful and although given spending money, she stole pen- ^
nles. She received careful habit training but v/as so lazy
that she had a persistent nocturnal enuresis. Before she was
I
seven and one-half years of age it was believed that Marie
had an exaggerated sex consciousness in addition to being
feebleminded. However, the social workers continued their
!
j
efforts in the hope that Marie might make a more satisfactory
' adjustment in the community. After six more years of foster
>|
!
home care with no positive results, Marie was finally trans- I
j
I
ferred to the State Infirmary awaiting committment to a State ji
'
ii
I
institution for the feebleminded.
After a period of six months Marie was admitted to the
Walter E. Femald State School. At that time she was 14
years of age, had a mental age of 7 years and 10 months, and
an intelligence quotient of 55* For a v/hlle Marie was very .
i
quiet and affectionate and was a favorite among the other
\
children. She v/as rather vain, liked to be well dressed.
and kept herself looking neat and clean; the nocturnal enuresis
ceased. However, as she grew older she became more of a
r:
I
asw 3rf8 .anllqioa-tl) morrl d^/lenscf :^on bXJb taa
! Jbna aaw ,vfi'v nwo 'iS'd evari
j lo amoB tdTOariaii^'XL'^ .barlatnuq ffaiiw boinaeTioB tae JbsqaseJ^a Jbna
I
'rafi no j-ajfrfiXfJ &{f& Ssjf) erla aa aucioilaw rreve a«w IslrfoaXm nsri
j. ‘art^ Jbs Jail Jura J3na f:35*-<*i3 YlXwsn a Jbaxo'xJ'eot ,Jb©cr
foBii f>£iB aerfoJ’flffl ild’Xw .bey;alcf «iria i)rtuol a«w ©on©f)Iv3L
Bucv*i9n saw eric .j-a© ocf Jnaw ^on f>tri ©ria rioJtrivf 6col naJtiJbixl
aaw ori6 .vineqo fioiad-ruiBain oas bel jo .elriaJIox© iuis
-ftec ©Xote ©rie gnlbneqa n©vJt?j ri^woriJ’/js ibiia XulriJ’un.tnjj
vsal o« saw ^ucf sniniani ^idcri luleti^o rievXaoen eriS .aeX/i
saw sria etOxaS .aieanuno XannuJoon vinoiaXena^ i< i)firi ©ria J’ari.t
©XnjsM iarid Jc>©v«ilecf aew e^a lo «ib©x 1 Tad -©no ibria rwvaa
g/ijted Oxt noi^ibjba ni aBensjjoioenoo xea i!)©iano^^ax© na riarf
iLterid' J^SLfniJ’noo anejf'iow XaXooa sriJ ^nevewoH .Jbebnlaialdeel
Xioj-oalftl^aa ©rroo a e^Xfiai xTrlsiai ©qoxi ©riJ nX a;^noll©
'Tsjaol lo B'TAox enoffl xla naJlA x^Xmjiciaoo ©riJ nl ^n©nidai.rCX>fi
[
-ensniJ xXX-Bnil bbw ©inaM ^aJIuaen ©vXJiaoq on ri«Jjtw anao ©aori
I
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behavior problem. She quarrelled with the other girls and was
frequently in trouble because she was so stubborn, sly, imperti-
nent and disobedient. However, she wanted to be Diked and was
always doing favors for the officers of the institution.
After approximately four years of training there began to
be a noticeable Improvement in her behavior. When she was
j
stubborn or disobedient, she soon realized her mistake and
j
apologized. She enjoyed all the social affairs and liked to
take part in the entertainments. Many of her ideas were ex-
tremely childish and immature; she also had an exaggerated
idea of how own ability and expected to take the leading part
in every activity. She was given training in many different
types of work and was considered quite capable. Her school
,
accomplishments were between the fourth and fifth grade level.
Because Marie had shown so much improvement in behavior
and had so profltted by training in manual work during the
eleven years she had been in the institution, it was felt that
she had earned a trial in the community. At that time she was
25 years of age, had a mental age of 12 years and 1 month, and
an intelligence quotient of 76.
The psychologist reported that although Marie has shown
a decided improvement according to psychometric tests, this
does not seem to be a true measure of her intelligence. It is
thought that the low score of her early tests was partly due
to the examiner’s personality. On the other hand, while
later examinations gave her a higher mental level, many of the
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credits were barely earned. Questions v/hich required reason-
i
ing were done very poorly. Furthermore, Marie is a verbalist
and therefore has some advantage as her chronological age in-
I
creases. Although she rates high psychometrically
,
both her
school work and her general performance are on a considerably
lower level.
Marie was first paroled to Mrs. Graham who lived in a
quiet residential section of a city. The community offered a
variety of opportunities for recreation including a neighbor-
hood shopping center, skating pond, movies and wa^ks in an
attractive district. Furthermore, Marie ’had the companion-
ship of another paroled girl who lived with a neighbor.
Mrs. Graham was a widow who had been left with a small
I
boy, Carlton, who had become increasingly difficult to manage.
' When she applied for a girl, Carlton was seven years old and
was a lively child who needed firm discipline as he had al-
I
ways tried hard to have his own way. Nevertheless, Mrs.
Graham possessed an unusual amount of dignity and poise, had
an even disposition and seldom showed any evidence of nervous
strain. Living in the home were also Mrs. Grahsim's aged
I
I
parents. Her father was a professional man who had retired;
I her mother was quite active and was able to assume some re-
sponsibility. The atmosphere of the home was one of culture
and refinement but was most informal.
From the beginning Marie's work was only fairly satis-
factory, although Mrs, Graham felt she was as capable as the
t'
.
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average maid. Her greatest fault was trying to do tasks too
!
quickly and therefore having poor results. She was also in-
Idined to be quite superficial and neglect details; her dish-
|
washing was only passable and her cleaning was poor. Further-
|
more, If given specific directions she never remembered to ;
carry them out the next time she was asked to do the same work,'
Although Marie's mistakes were frequently pointed out to her,
she failed to benefit by the correction and her employer
finally decided that these fundamental faults, namely, super-
ficiality, heedlessness, inattentiveness and forgetfulness
would never be remedied by training.
I
:
Her greatest asset seemed to be her ability to tsike care
of children. In addition to Carlton, Marie helped to amuse
a young child who visited Mrs. G-raham for a number of weeks.
I
Marie was so patient and spoke in such a calm manner that she
got along splendidly with both children. Furthermore, she
seemed to understand when Carlton was trying to cause trouble
and instead of noticing his actions she merely ignored him.
She took great pleasure in playing with the children and pre-
paring work for their entertainment. Mrs. Graham praised
Marie for her efforts and commended her for her ability to
remain so self-possessed when she herself had become quite
irritated by the presence of a second active child in the
home.
In general, Marie's disposition was good except when it
was necessary to correct her. At times one could almost see
II
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her lose her temper and become sullen but she held herselt
under control and worked out of the spells within a short time.
Mrs. G-raham tried to leave Marie alone after scolding her and
later take her for a ride or let her visit a friend; she al-
ways returned happy and refreshed.
Marie enjoyed living in a home and was thrilled to have a
room by herself. She took great pleasure in making it attrac-
|
tive and at first took better care of it than she did of the
j
!l
ji
rest of the house, Mrs. Graham had intended to treat Marie as ji
'I
she would any maid but gradually, in many respects, she was
taken more and more into the family. Therefore, at times,
rather awkward situations arose as Marie did not know her place
I
and rather resented being required to return to her role as
j
maid. This was evidenced in her dislike of wearing uniforms,
eating in the kitchen and not being included when there were
guests.
Throughout her stay at Mrs. Graham’s it proved quite diffi-
cult to provide suitable recreation. At first she was content
to take short walks, play with Mrs. Graham's little boy, and
occasionally attend the movies. She was also Included with
other parole girls in special outings provided by social
worker. It was only a short time however, before Marie became
restless and seemed to need companionship. Mrs. Graham tried
to arrange for Marie and Virginia, the parole girl living with
a neighbor, to spend an occasional afternoon or evening to-
I
gether but this proved difficult to plan as the girls did not
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ordinarily have the same free time.
Later, however, both girls were able to attend the Young
People's meetings at a local church. At first Marie enjoyed
the meetings but gradually both girls felt that they were not
accepted by the other members of the organization and therefore,
did not feel free to enter into the discussions or to take an
active part in any of the activities. i
Later Marie asked permission to Join the Young Women's
Christian Association but as there was no branch with a con-
venient distance, social worker arranged for Marie and Virginia ,
to Join a club composed of mentally handicapped girls which met
at a community center where excellent supervision was provided.
Marie thoroughly enjoyed the weekly meetings and was oleased toj]
be able to take an active part. Although she was somewhat older
it
i|
than the other girls, their mental levels were about the same,
,
She enjoyed making new friends and seemed to derive consldersble
satisfaction from these social contacts.
Although Marie seemed happy whi]e working for Mrs. Graham
and seemed to get real satisfaction both from the home and out--'
side contacts, she was constantly reaching for more freedom and'^
greater social activity. Upon social worker's suggestion she
visited such public buildings as museums, churches and libraries,
but, like many morons, she received no real benefit as her in-
terest was so superficial. Furthermore, she was never satisfied
with the increasing liberty which was given her,
Marie remained with Mrs. Graham nearly a year when she had
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to return to the School for medical treatment. Although Mrs.
G-raham had Intended to take Marie back, she later decided to
I
I
employ a more competent maid as one member of the family was
I
j
taken seriously ill.
Almost immediately Marie was placed with Mrs. Locke to
substitute for two weeks while her parole girl had a vacation.
This seemed a good opportunity to ascertain whether or not
,
Marie could do as well with young children as Mrs. G-raham had
thought since Mrs. Locke had four children under eight years
of age. Mrs. Locke, a bright, vivacious young woman with a
friendly manner, had been very successful in handling girls
who were being supervised by social agencies.
On the whole, Marie made a good adjustment and proved
satisfactory. She took hold of the work readily and showed
that she had received excellent training. Not only did she
do the household chores well, but she was he!" pful with the
children. Mrs, Locke's only criticism was that Marie seemed
somewhat Impudent and once addressed her by a nickname. Mrs.
Locke reprimanded Marie for this and tried to make her under-
stand the impropriety of speaking to any employer in that man-
ner. As Marie had previously told Mrs. Locke that she hooed
to be discharged from the School, Mrs. Locke took the opportun
Ity to tell Marie that if she should be discharged and spoke
so familiarly to her employer, she would probably lose her
place. Even though this trial was of short duration, she
seemed to derive considerable benefit from the experience.
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After remaining at the School a month, Marie was paroled
to Mrs. Spencer. It was hoped that training in another family
where there were four children under fourteen years of age
would be helpful. Mrs. Spencer had employed one of our emotion-
ally unstable girls for eight years and on the whole had managsd
her quite successfully. Mrs, Spencer was a refined woman whose
main interests centered in her home and children. At times
she seemed so overburdened with her responsibilities and was
so easily upset that she often failed to meet situations
frankly in order to avoid further emotional strain. Mr.
Spencer was a fine appearing middle aged man who held an execu-
tive position in a business firm. When Marie first went to
live with the family they were at the beach but later they re-
turned to their winter home. The latter was an attractive
house in a residential district occupied by the families of
American business men. The home was within walking distance
of the center of the town where there were many recreational
facilities.
As Mrs. Spencer’s summer home was so far away, social
,|
worker did not visit after Marie was paroled but kept in touch
with Mrs. Spencer by correspondence. Marie also reported by
letter and seemed to be making a satisfactory adjustment; there
i|
was no indication that she was the least discontented or that
she was aware of any difficulty.
iNievertheless, within three weeks after their return from
the beach Mrs. Spencer telephoned social worker saying that her
-.
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patience was exhausted and she felt she could not keep Marie
any longer. Later, after talking with both Marie and Mrs.
Spencer, it was apparent that part of the difficulty was due
to the fact that Marie had been given so much freedom during
the summer that she could not adjust herself to the regular
routine in the Fall. She had been allowed to spend every after-
noon at the beach with two of Mrs. Spencer’s children while
Mrs. Spencer stayed home caring for the baby. Marie and Esther,
Mrs. Spencer’s oldest daughter, became very companionable but
after they left the seashore, Marie resented Esther’s desire
to be with her own friends.
Another significant factor was Marie’s poor attitude. One
morning when Marie was supposed to be doing her regular house-
hold duties Mrs. Spencer went to her room and found her sewing.
Marie hastily put aside the aress and when Mrs. Spencer asked
if she were sewing, Marie replied, "Of course not." She was
again careless with ner routine work and neglected the regular
duties. Although she had been given directions almost daily,
she seldom removed the crumbs from tne toaster or emptied the
coffee pot and frequently she left the soiled linen on the
floor.
One evening Mrs. Spencer asked Esther to show Marie how to
make cocoa. However, Instead of being willing to learn, when-
ever Marie was told to make cocoa, she took it for granted that
Esther would do it and called her. Although Mrs. Spencer told
Marie it was her task, she never succeeded in getting Marie to
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do it. She disliked making a real issue of the matter and com-
'i
mandlng Marie to obey. ,
Furthermore, Marie refused to set her alarm clock and when
she was late in getting up and was questioned about the alarm,
,
I
she always gave some excuse about forgetting to wind or set
j
I
the clock. One night when Marie and Esther were combing their i
hair before retiring, Esther reminded Marie to set the alarm.
Thereupon, Marie sat on the edge of the bed and was silent for
fully ten minutes. It seemed apparent that her failure to set '
the clock was due not to forgetfulness but to wilfulness.
|
Marie also created awkward situations by her desire to be
j
included in the family. A few hours after her arrival she sat
on the porch with Mrs. Spencer and remarked that she supposed
she was bold to sit with her. Mrs. Spencer then exolalned that
l|
she might remain there w’lth the family but that she should not
,
ii
do so when there were guests, Marie resented this discrimina-
jj
tion against her and was determined to be in evidence whenever
I
there was company. On one occasion when Mrs. Spencer planned 1
to take some guests out to dinner, she explained to Marie that
||
when they returned to her home to spend the remainder of the
evening, she did not want Marie downstairs. Nevertheless, when
I
they returned, Marie was walking down the front stairs and met
j
the guests face to face; with a toss of her head she walked to j)
I
the back of the hall and into the kitchen.
In general, Marie was extremely vain and gave herself much''
I
personal attention. She took it for granted that she would be
;
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free to spend her afternoon either before the mirror or in the
,
!i
i beauty parlor. However, this was only a superficial vanity as
she was not personally clean and seldom took baths, although
I
she had a private bathroom.
i
I
J Social worker talked over the situation in great detail i
1 i
I with Marie. While Marie had many complaints and was not en-
j
j:
'
tlrely satisfied with her work, she did not accept the blame
for any of her difficulties. She complained of having too
' much work to do and too little time for recreation and objected
to supervising the children. She felt that they were spoiled jl
and kept the house so upset that she was blamed for not doing
•
the housework properly. !
i
Another grievance of Marie's was the feeling that Mrs.
Spencer did not trust her. One day Marie was late returning
'
Ij
from the hair-dresser although she had been told to be back at
^
a certain hour as she was badly needed. When Mrs. Spencer
|
1
'i asked where she had been all the afternoon, Marie Inferred that
she was not trusted and was not aware that Mrs. Spencer's real
!|
accusation was that Marie had no sense of resoonslbi] Ity or
I
I
\
1
loyalty to her employer.
I
I
II Marie was so dissatisfied with the entire situation that |
1
;
she wanted to return to the School. However, social worker
I
h I
!i tried to make her realize that Instead of accenting defeat
ii
I
'I
;
! she ought to face the facts squarely and make an honest effort i
ii
1
to succeed where she was. Finally, she agreed to stay if her
,,
employer would give her another chance. However, as soon as
, _
. . i
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Marie and Mrs, Spencer tried to discuss the matter in the
presence of social worker, they immediately became involved
in arguments. Each denied the other’s statements although
Marie did admit that she had not tried as hard as she could.
Mrs. Spencer was so nervously upset and exhausted that it soon !
i
became evident that no v/orkable basis was possible and that
matters had gone too far to be remedied. Marie felt badly
I
when she realized her trial had been a failure and was loathe '
I
to return to the School.
Within three months Marie was given another trial with a
Mrs, Harvey who had had experience with three girls from this
institution and who had kept one of the girls, Alice, to work
with Marie. Although Mrs. Harvey had always lived in a wealthy'
1
and highly cultured community, she was willing to take a per-
sonal interest in a girl and proved to be an intelligent and
understanding supervisor. V/hlle the girls were never included
!
I
in the family, they were given some definite opportunities
for recreation.
Marie's duties as the second maid consisted of taking care
of the rooms on the second floor, waiting on table, relieving
in the kitchen and assisting with the laundry. She was also
expected to help with the two children aged nine and eieven
I
years. She acted somewhat as a nursery maid taking the child- |i
ren back and forth to school, staying with them when they were
|
outdoors at play and giving them whatever help they needed in
dressing.
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Although Marie seemed to be satisfactory at first, it was
not long before she shov/ed many of the same characteristics
which she had displayed in her previous trials. In the first
|j
'1
place her general attitude was poor. She was so heedless and |'
Irresponsible that she could not be relied upon to follow any
I
directions. Her interests were so centered upon herself that
she was totally inconsiderate of other people. One day when
Marie was to be away for the afternoon Mrs. Harvey asked her tc
|
be sure to prepare some orange Juice for the children before ^
she left as the woman who helped in Marie's absence was not ac-
customed to preparing it. Later it was learned that Marie not :
I
only neglected to do the task but as she left the house had
asked the other maid to do it for her.
Usually both Marie and Alice were given the same after-
|
noon off and planned to meet for supper before returning home. !
I
j
On more than one occasion, however, Marie was late in keeping
the appointment or failed to meet Alice. Usual'y Marie had ’
some vague excuse about missing bus connections or saying that
the movie was very long. Several times Mrs. Harvey and social
worker talked with Marie trying to make her realize how Incon- ;
slderate she had been as her behavior had affected several
persons. However, it apparently meant little to her as she had
no sense of loyalty and thought of no one but herself.
Secondly, Marie did her work very poorly. At times she
|
was unnecessarily slow and worked around so long that she had
no opportunity to rest. Sometimes she took it upon herself to
I
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do a number of trivial chores which were neither expected of
her nor were of any importance. On the other hand, she never '
showed any initiative in doing extra tasks which wouDd have
been helpful to her employer.
,In general, Marie was more likely to hurry through her
!
work, frequently finishing by eleven o'clock and having nothing,
I
i
to do until noon. At one time Mrs, Harvey noticed that Marie
' was not cleaning the bathrooms thoroughly although she had
been given detailed directions. Mar. Harvey waited a few days
;
until the neglect was evident and then took Marie to the bath-
I
rooms and showed her where she had been careless. As the un-
I tidiness was so obvious, Marie immediately understood the
i
criticism and promised to improve. However, within a few days
the same thing happened again and later continued to be re-
1 peated. Mrs. Harvey scolded Marie several times and even did
^ the work herself 7/hlle Marie watched. Nevertheless, Marie
' failed to make any practical application of the lesson,
i Social worker talked with Marie about her work, trying
I
to make her realize that she must work more thoroughly, re-
member the dally schedule, and put her mind on what she did
I
Instead of dreaming. Nevertheless, she continued to be for-
i
getful and was so careless that often she broke or chip:^ed
I
I many dishes. Although she had been asked repeatedly to tell
. Mrs. Harvey when accidents occurred, she persisted in dis-
posing of the broken pieces or putting cracked china back on
the shelf or even on the table. Often she put away soiled
linen and used pieces which w ere ironed poorly. Mrs. Harvey
:
'
•
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tried to arouse Marie’s interest and pride in having the house
[
I
look well so she would have some incentive for doing her work
satisfactorily, hut she was never successful.
Although Marie had been most helpful to her first employer
in managing her little boy, Mrs. Harvey found that she was not
reliable with her children. They paid little attention to !
Marie and did as they pleased as Marie lacked force and did not
have the ability to get them to carry out her instructions.
Before Marie left the home Mrs. Harvey had a very defi-
nite feeling that Marie had an undesirable Influence upon her
children. Not only was she untruthful but the children were
aware of it, Furthermore, she gossiped and discussed many
daily events which Mrs. Harvey would never think of mentioning
to the children. Again, when she was sulky and resentful of
correction, she vented her anger upon them and was extremely
!
cross and impatient,
j
Another problem of major importance was concerned with !
Marie’s personal hygiene, Mrs. Harvey felt that Marie did not
take proper care of herself such as having regular toilet ha-
bits, bathing every day and washing her hair regularly. Bhe
had peculiar notions about food and her Judgment about what she
should eat was exceedingly poor. Her face was a pasty color
and had many pimples. Although both Mrs, Harvey and social
worker tried several times to help Marie form better habits,
even giving her a definite schedule for bathing and the care of
I
her skin, it seemed to make no difference. There was no excuse
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for this as Marie and Alice shared a bathroom. Marie did not
welcome advice and did not seem to profit from it,
:|
'1
Furthermore, Marie usually presented a most untidy apnear-;,
li
Ij
ance. Not only was she unwholesome looking but her hair was
!|
seldom neat and her uniforms were often soiled, Marie was loatber
j]
to take the time to wash her uniforms and even when she did, she
seldom washed the-n properly so they usually looked gray, i
li
Marie seemed to have gained nothing from her last trial on!j
parole. Although her employer spent a great deal of time ex-
|
plaining how she wanted the work done and pointing out her mis-|
1
takes, Marie made no improvement, she did her work carelessly,
j
had no interest or pride in doing the work well, and was unable
j
to take any responsibility. Her general attitude was poor,
i
j
especially when criticized. It worried her employer to realize'
i
that her household seemed to be runninr^ so poorly although she ’
had done her best to adjust matters. As the house was large
and she wanted more free time to devote to her children and
other matters, she kept two maids to relieve her of the house-
j
!
work. The other maid was doing excellent work and often did !
I
more than her share, Hov/ever, Marie could not seem to adjust
to her own work and this meant both Alice and Mrs, Harvey were
I
I
constantly working harder to make up for Marie's defects. On
j
many occasions social worker discussed the general situation |
i
with Mrs. Harvey, thus giving the latter an opportunity to se- ^
I
cure some release from her emotions,
j;
Marie remained with Mrs, Harvey for six months and then
I
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returned to the institution as she was not needed during the
summer. Furthermore, as Marie had been so unsatisfactory Mrs,
Harvey did not want her to return in the Fall.
I
Marie has remained in the School for the past year in '
order to get further training and to develop better habits of '
personal hygiene. It is hoped that this period in the institu-
tion will help her to at least partially overcome her basic
faults of forgetfulness, heedlessness, superficiality and ego-
tism. In addition to her high mental level she has certain
|
qualities which are decided assets; she makes a good appear-
I
ance, has fine poise and tries hard to please. It seems likely
!l
that during the present year Marie can be given another trial
i
I
her mentality and training she
|
living. i
in the community. Considering
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Eva came from a family with a very poor reputation. Her
mother was married three times and divorced twice and was a
! notorious, common prostitute. She Is said to have quarrelled
j
considerably with her husbands, used vile language, neglected
|
her children, and served sentences for Intemperance and adul-
tery. For many years her whereabouts have been unknown. Eva's
father was twenty-five years older than her mother; he died
|! many years ago and nothing Is knov/n concerning his history.
Eva had several younger half-siblings but no effort was
' ever made to keep In touch with them. Nevertheless, It Is
I
known that a half-sister was placed by an organization In a
‘I
private home. She had a difficult time In High School as she
I
;
could not do the work satisfactorily. She had a strong sex
drive and frequently picked up men. After she started training
at a well known hosoltal her conduct was poor and her work be-
|
i
low the required standards. She finally ran away with a male
I
' nurse and there was a question as to whether or not they were
|
marrleu. A half-brother was also supervised by a social agency]
As a youth he was well behaved, learned the candy business, and
after saving over one thousand dollars entered training In a
hospital and graduated.
!j
i
At twelve years of age, Eva was placed by her step-father
'
In the care of a well-known social agency because he realized
she was already beyond control. She continued to attend school
for three years until reaching the sixth grade. Her work was
so poor that It seemed unwise to try to continue her education.
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Then she worked in two factories, about one month in each, and
was later placed as a mother's helper in seventeen different
homes during a period of approximately three years. In each
she proved very unsatisfactory; she was slovenly in personal
appearance and seemed unable to concentrate. She showed a
marked interest in men and boys and resorted to almost every
possible device to communicate with them and be in their com-
pany .
At seventeen years of age she was studied for nearly
three weeks at a mental hospital because of being careless and
inefficient in her work, moody and depressed, and displaying
outbursts of temper. At the hospital her conduct was satis-
factory and her disposition pleasant and agreeable. She was
well oriented and emotionally stable but her insight was poor.
The psychologist reported that Eva had good learning ability
but that her comprehension was poor and her attention very un-
stable; according to the Binet test she had a mental age of
10 years and 4 months.
Within a short time it became necessary to place Eva in a
sanatorium for treatment for incipient tuberculosis. She
proved to be a very difficult girl to manage, in that she was
sulky Sind stubborn and made many attempts to get out with the
male patients; once she succeeded and had immoral relations.
After seven months she was pronounced cured and was transferred
to the State Infirmary until she could be admitted to a State
School for the Feebleminded. Within two months she escaped
and was not found for nearly three months when she was
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arrested for cohabitation and was committed by the court to
the Y< alter E, Fernald State School,
The agency which had been responsible for Eva considered
her a thoroughly bad girl. They felt she needed more protec-
tion and discipline than they could give her as she would do
anything to gain her own ends, even threatening suicide if her
own plans were thwarted,
|
I
Within a few months after admission Eva gave birth to a
j
daughter, Barbara. This child has always been in the care of
|
the State and since two years old has seemed backward. When •
12 years and 9 months of age she was given a psychometric ex-
amination and was found to have a mental age of 10 years and
2 months and an intelligence quotient of 80, The diagnosis
,
was not Feebleminded, Barbara has always been a difficult
girl to manage and has required careful supervision. Her be-
I
havior in foster homes has generally been poor. In school she
seemed Indifferent, stubborn, and deceitful and was slow to '
grasp the work. She spent three years in the first grade, two
years in the third grade, and left school after attending the
Vocational High School for several months (the equivalent of
the ninth grade.)
j
When admitted to this institution Eva was 19 years of age
and had a mental age of 11 years (Blnet) . She was always !
I
I
quiet and obedient and tried to please. She got along nicely :
with the other girls, was kind and thoughtful and was well
liked. She was extremely suggestible and easily influenced
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and was not always truthful; at times she was sly and under-
handed, Although she was egotistical auid overconfident of her
ability, she was inclined to be lazy, seemed very childish and
immature, and showed poor judgment. Because of her fondness
for the boys and men she had to be watched closely. She was
never very strong, had periods when she seemed exhausted, and
for no apparent reason had to be put to bed for a complete
rest. She was interested in all the activities at the School
and took a prominent part in dramatics. During eleven years of
training her behavior Improved, she became dependable, and did
not show any active sex interest. Therefore, it was decided
j
to give her a trial in the community. At that time she had a
I
chronological age of 30 years, a mental age of 12 years and an
intelligence quotient of 75.
Eva was placea with Mrs. Miller whose home was located in
a quiet, residential section of a moderate sized town. It was
near the shopping district where a girl could buy small arti-
cles which she needed. However, there was no opportunity to
purchase clothing or attend the movies. Aside from a number
of churches the town offered very little recreation, although
nearby communities were accessible. The house itself was
medium sized and had many improvements; it was attractive and
seemed quite homey.
The family consisted of Mr,. and Mrs. Miller about fifty
years of age and two daughters and two sons between eighteen
and twenty-two years of age. Mrs. Miller was a refined woman
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who seemed entirely absorbed with the affairs of her household
and the interests of her children. Two well known social
agencies had placed girls with her and she had employed one
j
girl from this institution for slightly more than a year. She
|! tried to give careful supervision, seemed to take an interest
I
in the girls and helped to provide some recreation.
Eva remained with Mrs. Miller for fourteen months and on
: the whole was fairly satisfactory. She learned to do the
!|
j!
general housework and as much cooking as her employer desired
1 but was heedless and careless. She wasted considerable material
i
in cooking; for instance, she spilled flour and pared off too
ii
much when peeling apples and potatoes. Eva frequently broke
'' or marred dishes and ornamen-Ls. On several occasions she
melted silver dishes by putting them into the oven, cracked
I
the glass in a picture and broke the glass top of the perco-
I
1 lator. Mrs. Miller thought that one reason for Eva s care-
i
I
: lessness was the fact that she tried to hurry when it was not
!'
j necessary. Often she ran downstairs, rushed into the kitchen,
and went about her work in such a haphazard way that accidents
=1 were almost Inevitable. Mrs. Miller tried to help Eva over-
i
come her carelessness by showing her over and over how' to do
j: the work and Impressing it upon her how foolish it was to try
i
to work so quickly. On the other hand social worker praised
I
Ij
her for her effort in working diligently; then tried to make
|l
1 her understand that she must think more carefully if she
i| wanted to be efficient,
.
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Throughout her stay at Mrs. Miller’s, and especially
during the first fev; months, Eva seemed very restless and
expected considerable recreation. It was natural for her to
miss the companionship of the other girls at the School and
the recreation which had been provided regularly, furthermore,
the fact that she was not entirely happy in her work and did
not feel free to confide in Mrs. Miller tended to increase the i
tension. The restlessness seemed so intense and of such long
I
duration that it also may have been a symptom of her repressed
sex drive. It was her first experience in the community when
;
I
she was unable to satisfy her desire to contact persons of the i
opposite. sex. Social worker tried to Interpret the situation
to Mrs. Miller on this basis in order to help her realize the
i
meaning of the restlessness and to treat it wisely. It was
explained that no activity would be an adequate substitute for
j
Eva's sex interest. Nevertheless, if she were kept busy, she
would have less time to dwell on such matters. Therefore, a
|
special effort was made to formulate definite recreational
|
I
I
I programs. She was never allowed to wander through the streets
i I
; with little to do but was always given definite directions.
For instance, she was permitted to attend church services and
i
special social affairs at the church, was sent downtown on
' errands, and was occasionally taken to the movies. In addition,
I social v/orker Included Eva in as many outings as possible,
Whenever she left the house, her employer was expected to know
I
where she was going, what she would do and wh^.t time she would
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In many respects Eva was sly and underhanded. For in-
|
stance, when she was supposed to be at work she was found
standing behind the portieres or at the foot of the stairway
listening to family conversation and trying to satisfy her
curiosity about everything that went on in the household.
Furthermore, smoking was against the regulations but her em-
ployer found evidence which proved that frequently she smoked
|j
in her room. j
l'
On many occasions Eva was not truthful. Whenever she was
i|
asked to explain something which had occurred or whenever she
^
was reprimanded, she never admitted she had been at fault and
J'-
always misrepresented the facts. Her habit of exaggeration
and long detailed explanations of various happenings were apt
I
I
to cover up the real truth of the matter. i
At one time it became known that Eva did not return
promptly from church. When questioned she claimed she had i
talked with various people, but was unable to give any of their
,1
names and said she had stopped at the drugstore for ice cream.
Ii
One Sunday when it rained Mrs. Miller decided to take Eva an ij
umbrella. She was unable to find her either at the church or
on the street but when Mrs. Miller reached home Eva was there. !j
I
It seemed impossible for Eva to walk home without being seen '!
as she was expected to go one particular way. When social
I
worker talked with Eva she complained that she was not trusted
\
and had been unjustly accused; her general attitude was one of ;
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discontent and sullenness.
While Eva did not have any serious experience of a sexual i
j
nature while with Mrs, Miller, several significant incidents
|
I
occurred which showed that she was still potential danger in
;;
the community even with close supervision. One afternoon when
j
Eva was alone, the friendly young man who delivered the gro-
ceries stopped to talk and tried to make date. Eva claimed
that she felt it her duty to explain that Mrs. Miller would
I
not like to have him talk to her and that it would make trouble
for him. However, about two weeks later, he telephones and
asked for the maid. Mrs. Miller answered without making her
identity known and learned that he wanted to meet Eva at the
j
i
,
corner. A week or so later he called in the afternoon when |!
Mrs. Miller was away and had planned to take Eva out. Mr.
Miller, hearing Eva talking for some time at the back door,
questioned her and the man left immediately. It was social
worker's impression that Eva did not mean to encourage him,
but her poor judgment led her to give him elaborate and un-
,
necessary explanations. She attempted to explain why she
could have nothing to do with him. Instead of sending him away '
at once.
1
At another time Mrs. Miller answered the telephone and a
man asked for Eva. When told that she was not at home he gave
his name and hung up the receiver. Mrs. Miller questioned Eva
who denied all knowledge of the name but finally suggested it
might have been one of the men who had previously been working
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on the roof. Notwithstanding explicit directions that they
should keep their supplies outside and not enter the house,
Eva had permitted them to go Into the cellar. Mrs. Miller was
In the house all the time the men were there except for about
two hours. When she returned she found the back door locked
and Eva was on the front porch talking to a salesman and wear-
ing Mrs. Miller's coat. Afterward she found a slip of caper
In the pocket with a man's name, address and telephone number,
Eva Insisted to social worker that she had not had any
other contact with any of these men and had told the truth
although she felt she probably would not be believed. When
assured that she was expected to be truthful, she seemed
anxious to talk about many things which had happened. She
told how unhappy she was and begged to be allowed to return to
the School, She felt that Mrs. Miller had never understood
her, was most unsympathetic and had never listened to her ex-
planations when anything went wrong. Although she had tried
to please her by doing little extras, her efforts had not been
appreciated. For example, knowing that Mrs. Miller wanted the
kitchen chairs painted, one afternoon when left alone she
painted the furniture but was scolded for using the wrong
paint. Eva herself stated that she felt there was "a gulf be-
tween her and Mrs. Miller which It was Impossible to pass."
She felt that she and Mrs. Miller were so unlike In tempera-
ment that they could never get along together. As this was
partly true It seemed useless to try to make any further ad-
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Justment and social worker decided to remove Eva from the home.!
Eva stayed at the School for eight months and during that I
time was quiet and helpful, anxious to please, and generally
well behaved and amenable to discipline. Her on'y difficulty
was her fondness for men and her inability to refrain from oom-i^
municating with than whenever an opportunity presented itself,
j
Even with great difficulty she managed to give notes to male
!j
patients. One of these was an imbecile boy whom she saw oc-
casionally on a team but to whom she had no chance to speak.
When Eva was again considered for parole, it seemed advis-
able to place her in an environment where she would have the
close supervision which was necessary. The small general hosol
tal used for a group of parole girls seemed to offer the best
opportunity. Here Eva would be expected to do her share of the
i
t
regular maid work. Although it was largely routine, it dananded'
some versatility. In addition to learning her own work, it
would be necessary for her to be familiar with the work of at
least one other girl in order to relieve her when she was off
duty
. I
I
' Much of the success of this type of placement has been due
to the splendid co-operation of the superintendent of the hospi-i
tal. She has taken a personal Interest in each girl and has
' tried to understand the varied personalities. Not only has she
assumed responsibility for knowing each girl’s capabilities as
a worker, but she has also assumed responsibility for the leisure
hours. The girls have been encouraged to read, play games and
I
do handwork. They have been included in many o f the parti es
I
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which are planned for the nurses and are also given special
outings. Nevertheless, they are never allowed to leave the
hospital grounds without permission. Any breaking of rules has
,
been considered a serious matter and usually resulted In the
j
loss of privileges or restriction to the hospital grounds for
|
a given period. Thus, this particular environment would give '
i2va almost constant supervision both In her work and recreation j
yet it would be of such a nature that she would not feel unduly
restrained.
Eva was placed at this hospital to work as a maid and re- i
ceived wages of thirty-five dollars a month. As soon as she I
became accustomed to the hospital duties she proved to be an ,
excellent worker. The greater part of the time she cleaned the
Nurse's Home, assisted in cleaning the halls and rooms of the
hospital and frequently relieved in the kitchen and dining-
room. She performed her duties quickly and thoroughly whether
|
working with others or alone.
Although Eva generally got along well with the other girls
she often annoyed them with her constant talking. She seemed
to have a definite feeling of superiority and used every op-
portunity to Impress people with her ability. For instance,
after spending a short vacation with a friend she showed pic-
tures of her friend's home and automobile with herself at the
wheel; she talked at length about "our house" and "our car."
At other times she enjoyed talking about the responsibility
that was given her in connection with her regular work and
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seemed to feel that she was trusted more than the other girls.
As they did not realize she was exaggerating the real facts,
they resented her attitude,
j
Eva seemed to be able to discuss at length any subject of
Interest, She was extremely philosophical but most sunerfIciaL
I
At one time she told social worker that she gained the educatfcn -
she has acquired not through schooling but from general observa-
!
tion, reading and association with well bred families. On otherj
occasions she talked in a lofty manner about Monoglism, brain
• i
damage, her social lineage and the like. She could always de- i
Ij
scribe in considerable detail the movies she saw and the books ']
she read and doubtless did profit by them but she used these
i
stories to make an impression and enlarge upon her accomplish-
|j
ments.
;
i;
hi
When necessary to reprimand Eva she was generally argu- !•;
mentative and always protectea herself. Frequently sne offered'
l
long explanations which were misleading and concealed the truth,'
She was always ready to philosophically explain her virtuous !
conduct. Once, when all the oarole girls in t,ne hospital were 'j
1
involved in a violation of hospital regulations, the Superin- ij
l|
tendent reprimanded them by temporarily curtailing their recre-'i
ation. Eva commended her for her attitude, saying that the
scolding had been good for all the girls and had made her do ;
a great deal of thinking.
After Eva had worked a year and a half she was in bed for i
i
several days with a hard cold. She felt discouraged by her !
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frequent colds and worried lest she lose her v/ork. After being
reassured that this was not likely unless she had a long ill-
ness, she seemed more cheerful. i
j
A month later it v/as learned that she had not made a
i
satisfactory recovery. She tired easily, was short of breath, !
1
and felt v/eak. Fearing she had heart trouble, she looked up
her symptoms in a doctor’s book and came to the conclusion that
that was not the difficulty. As Eva had gained some of the
‘t
weight she lost, ate fairly well and slept out-of-doors, sociallj
worker advised her not to worry about herself and warned her
not to try to diagnose her own condition.
The following week the superintendent of the hospital
reported that Eva was doing poor work. She was exceedingly
careless and had broken many articles in the patients' rooms.
She tried to pull out an electric plug from across the room
and blev/ a fuse. Furthermiore, all her work was poor. Be-
lieving that a change in her work might be beneficial she was
given different duties. However, this made no difference in
the quality of her work. Moreover, her entire attitude seemed
to have changed and nothing interested her. 7^hen special
outings were planned, she was indifferent and did not care
whether or not she went. After returning from a trip to
Boston with one of the other girls she did not talk about it
as was her usual custom, but even remarked that it might be
good for her to return to the School for a while as such a
change might help her.
k
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A thorough physical examination showed that Eva had
secondary anemia but there was no evidence of tuberculosis;
also the reports concerning her heart, kidneys, and the like
were negative. Social worker told Eva the results of the ex-
amination and explained that her feelings of weakness and
1
t
faintness might be due to the fact that her system needed to be
built up and that undoubtedly the prescri.;ed medicine would
i
I
:!
help her. During the discussion an attempt v;as made to change
Eva's attitude toward her work and herself. Eva then stated
that her only reason for mentioning a return to the School was n
;i
!i
the fear that her employer would not keep her if she could not
:
do the work. Assured her that there had been no such sugges-
tion. Pointed out that she had developed an unhealthy mental
habit of worrying about herself and tried to make her under-
stand that if she could change her, attitude everything would
seem easier.
The other girls told social worker that after Eva's ill-
ness they had noticed a complete change in her personality. At
times she seemed unable to do what was expected of her and did
not comprehend directions. Often she appeared dazed and dreamy^
was indifferent to everything, preferred to keep by herself and
frequently wept. She even showed no particular enthusiasm over
movies or books, of which she had been particularly fond. The
girls were told that Eva was in poor physical condition and had
been worrying about herself. Asked them to be considerate and
|
!
to help her as much as possible and advised them to pay little i
1
!
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attention to her moodiness and to make an effort to keep her
interested even though she did not respond,
A few days later it was reported that Eva seemed to be
making an effort to improve but still lacked ambition. She did
several pieces of work which were not required of her, such as
polishing the doorknobs and took great pleasure in calling
these to her employer’s attention. However, in general, she
was disinterested and Inefficient.
Social worker had another long talk with Eva and told her
that everyone was trying to help her regain her strength and
assured her that she need not fear losing her work or being
returned to the School to stay. Asked her to state frankly
how she felt and whether or not her work bothered her. Eva
said that some days she felt fine but on other days she hardly
seemed able to do anything. She admitted that she felt con-
fused and at times the work seemed difficult but said that she
was trying to do her best and did not think so much about her
condition. As she still seemed worried; social worker again
explained in detail the doctor's findings; Eva seemed satisfied
and was grateful to have the matter explained so she could
really understand it.
Plans were made for Eva to go to a convalescent home for a
two weeks' rest where she could have fresh air, plenty of
sleep and nourishing food. She enjoyed taking long, walks with
a young girl with whom she became quite companionable. She
had an opportunity to play games and listen to the radio and
<%
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was suppled with an abundance of books and magazines. The It
rest proved so beneficial that Eva admitted that her previous
i;
queer feelings had disapoeared and that she felt like her
i,=
'iformer self; she lost her listless attitude and became talka-
:j
.
ij
tive, animated and enthusiastic.
i
Nevertheless, Eva was much concerned over the fact that i
I
another parole girl had gossiped about her to the woman in
charge of the convalescent home. She had described some of the
I
difficulties the girls at the hospital had had and placed all t|
II
the blame on Eva. She seemed emotionally disturbed about it 1
and said that she could not get the matter out of her mind.
Social worker agreed that the other girl had been unkind but
tried to make her realize that her new friends would be more
likely to form their own opinions from personal observation |
than from gossip. After Eva was reassured on each ooint, she ;
I
t
seemed to feel better.
j
Eva v/as glad to return to her work and immediately gave 1
satisfaction. She continued to gain in weight, her color im- i
proved and she felt wel] . As her physical condition improved, i
her mental attitude returned to normal. However, she was stl‘'l‘
I
very unstable.
A few months later she again became emotionally upset when
she thought the other parole girls made unkind remarks about
her. She seemed somewhat paranoid in her belief that none of
the girls liked her because she preferred to go off by herself
and read when they liked to sit together and talk over the 'i
I
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affairs of the day; she thought that they felt she was differ-
j
ent from other people and therefore disliked her. When pressed-
for specific remarks that the girls had made she replied that !
it was often their manner rather than their actual statements
|
that made her feel so badly but she was able to give a fev;, !
examples of what had offended her. She said that she had kept
these things to herself and had tried not to notice them. How-|
I
ever, a climax had been reached that morning when one of the
i
supervisors told her that the girls had reported that she fre-
‘
quently went on duty without washing her face or combing her
;
hair, Eva was so upset that she lost her temper and made a ^
i
I
rude reply. She admitted that she had been so hurt and unset j
I
that she could not put her mind on her work.
I
Later, the other girls admitted they had excluded Eva and :
I
had been disagreeable to her. Social worker talked matters
over with Eva very carefully trying to show her that she made
|
too much of little incidents. Assured her that she was not
peculiar because she preferred reading to joining the other
j
girls but cautioned her against being too seclusive. Advised
her that it was probable that the girls felt from her manner
that she considered herself superior because she derived plea- i
sure from some things that they did not enjoy. Tried x.o reason
with her to make her realize that she made the incidents worse
:j
than they really were. Advised her that as long as she con- [
centrated on such matters she would be unable to attend to her
|
1
work; emphasized the fact that she must make an honest effort ;!
il
to change her mental attitude. Apparently she was sincere 1
*r
1
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in her desire to do this as she seemed to get along better with
the girls and later she remarked that she had decided "to take i
people as you find them."
j
Throughout Eva’s stay at the hospital she was frequently
involved in petty quarrels with the other girls and at times
was impudent to her supervisors. She usually accepted her reqiJ
mands in good spirit but at times felt she was treated unfairly!
On certain occasions, however, she was very disagreeable, pro- I
tected herself by lying, and when she was definitely to blame, i
complained about the other girls.
|
Her most serious difficulty, however, was her inability to
stop smoking. Although Eva knew that all the hospital employees
were absolutely forbidden to smoke, she continually disobeyed
[,
the rules and encouraged the other girls to do the same. She
defended herself by saying that smoking had become a habit and
would be difficult to stop. She was reminded that she got aGong
well without cigarettes while she was at the School and there
i
was no reason why she could not do the same when on parole.
Advised her that unless the smoking was discontinued at once
she would be returned to the School as the hospital superin-
tendent was much averse to smoking.
It was not until more than two years later that smoking
by the girls was again discovered. At that time it was learned
that some of the girls smoked when returning from the movies
and that Eva was again the leader.
A few months later matters reached a crisis when evidence
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was secured that Eva probably had never stopped smoking. Even
I
when faced v>-lth the fact that cigarettes had been found in her
:
bag, she absolutely denied smoking. Her employer was unwilling"
to keep her any longer as she had persisted in breaking the
|
hospital regulations and was sly and untruthful about it. While^i
I
preparing to return to the School she tried to argue and pro-
|
tect herself in a bold manner but showed no evidence of any
I
regret and stated very plainly that she realized she ought to !
return to the institution as she knew she had not done right.
While her employer and social worker were talking with her, she
gazed out the window, fussed with her fair and hat, and assumed
an indifferent attitude. An effort was made to impress upon
her the fact that she had proven that her will power was too
weak to control her actions but no regret or feeling could be
elicited,
To summarize, Eva had worked in this general hospital for
three and one-half years. She was an excellent worker except
for a period when she was in poor physical condition. She got
along fairly well with the other girls but entered into their
petty quarrels in a childish manner. Twice she became emotion-
ally disturbed because some of the girls had made unkind re-
marks about her. Although there was some basis for her feelings,
she was super-sensitive and had focussed her attention on such
matters. She was egotistical and tried to impress people with
,
her long philosophical remarks especially when it was conven- *
lent to evade difficult situations. She was sly, underhanded.
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Iand untruthful and deliberately disobeyed the hospital rules
asainst smoking and lacked sufficient will power to do other-
wise even when she knew she was wrong. As there seemed to be
no possibility that this difficulty could be overcome, a return
to the School was necessary. One good result of this period
in the community had been the lack of any indication of her sex
interest. Whether or not this was due to her own waning inter-
;
est or the close supervision she received is not known.
|
It seemed wise for Eva to remain at the School for nearly '
two years before giving her another chance to live in the com- '
munlty. She was well behaved and courteous, was friendly with 1
the other girls, and seemed to have a good influence. She had
i
resources of her own, took the leading part in dramatics, and
Joined in all the social affairs at the School. Her interest
in sex again became apparent when she was inclined to attract ']
the attention of one of the Imbecile boys by waving to him ii
'1
when he passed the building, but she was not involved in any
serious difficulties.
Due to the fact that Eva tested quite high mentally (She
maintained an average intelligence quotient of seventy-five
over a period of ten years), was an efficient worker and seemed
to have settled dov/n considerably, she was again paroled at
thirty-seven years of age. Her employer, Mrs. Stone, lived in
an attractive residential district of a medium sized town.
Most of the neighbors owned their own homes and enjoyed com-
fortable middle class standards of living. The community was
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able to satisfy most of the needs of a girl who was living unaa*
supervision; that is, movies were within walking distance and
stores suitable for small purchases were at hand. Larger de-
partment stores in nearby cities were easily reached. The
house itself was modern, medium sized, and furnished in good ;
taste.
The family included Mr. and Mrs. Stone and their two boys
i
eight and twelve years of age. Mrs. Stone was a college gradu-
j
ate who formerly taught school. Although she was friendly and '
witty, she had a brusque manner and a forceful personality.
She had had experience in managing a girl placed in her home
i
by one social agency. Although the girl was very difficult to
j
handle, Mrs. Stone worked with her most successfully for two
years.
Eva has remained in this home for a year and a half and
apparently has made a satisfactory adjustment; her wages have
been raised from three dollars to four dollars a week. She
does the general housework very well with practically no di-
rection; she uses considerable initiative and takes pride in
having the home neat and spotless. Eva is a hard worker and
does much more than her employer expects. Although she does
considerable cooking, she does not prepare meats or make des-
serts satisfactorily. However, Mrs. Stone prefers to do some
cookln^j herself and has not tried to train Eva in this respect.
|
She has a pleasant disposition and is almost always good-
natured. She tries hard to please and generally takes sug-
gestions well although occasionally she has orlef sulky spells.
ariT
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Her greatest difficulty is her unwillinpjiess to admit her mis- |-
^
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takes. Mrs. Stone is aware of this tendency, has reassured i
I
1
;
Eva she does not blame her for accidents but simply wants to
j.
know what actually happens, yet Eva always maintains that she is
right. Therefore, Mrs. Stone tries to avoid issues as much as .
I
'1
possible. The following incident illustrates her attitude.
1
I
One day Eva made some hot- starch and set the pan on a table
which was covered with enaimel cloth. Mrs. Stone sooke to Eva i|
't
and asked her not to set hot dishes on the table as the dishes
ii
would stick to it. Eva immediately replied that the pan was li
not hot. Hoping to defend herself she tried to pick up the l|
dish but had to tear it away from the enamel cloth and found
i;
that all the color had been removed. Neverbheless, Eva still ij
ij
Insisted that the pan had been cool. '
At times Eva’s chattering and philosophical explanations
^
j
are very tiring. No matter what subject is mentioned Eva can
r
I,
expound on it at length. She derives much pleasure from talk-
j
I
ing with Mrs. Stone’s boys, especially the youngest, and enjoys If
|i
making up all sorts of tales for their amusement. Eva's recre-
!|
ation consists in going to the movies, attending lectures and !
recitals in churches, and reading Western and sport stories.
j
She has shown very little sex Interest except for the fact that I
j
when she is in the presence of men she is alert and eager to 1
participate in the conversation.
Although Eva’s early history was bad, it would seem that
with the help of an understanding employer and adequate
28
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Isupervision she has finally made a good adjustment in the I
community. She is an efficient worker, has a pleasing person-
ality, and is showing no delinquent tendencies. There is no
evidence of her former restlessness nor does she exhibit any
abnormal sex interest. She has gained some stability and
,
I
better self-control. Her willpower is fundamentally weak but
possibly has been sufficiently strengthened to be a real asset
in the future. With continued co-operation between employer
i
and social worker as well as her own efforts she should be
|
able to live in the community indefinitely,
j
i
I
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A HIG-H GRADE GIRL WITH MANY PERSONALITY PROBLEMS
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Ruth seems to be a product of New England stock which has
deteriorated. Little is known about the paternal heredity ex-
cept that Ruth's father was considered mentally deficient. He
was twice the age of his wife when married and seemed to be an
honest, self-respecting man who secured such odd Jobs as beat-
ing carpets or cleaning cellars. Two of his sisters appear
rather superior to him mentally and have been most co-operative
with the School.
Information indicates a distinctly neurotic strain through
all the maternal relatives. Ruth's grandfather has been des-
cribed as being a man of "nervous, highstrung disposition."
Both her grandmother and great grandmother complained of severe
headaches occurring at short intervals. The great grandmother
died of paralysis. A distant uncle died in a state hospital
from Locomotor Ataxia; his psychosis was that of Primary
Dementia. It was noted that his entire family was eccentric;
his mother, sister, and one brother were paralytics and another
brother committed suicide. Since Ruth's mother was a small
child she has had severe headaches; at these times she became
nauseated, had to go to bed, became blind at times, and her
tongue seemed to thicken. As a school girl she was nervous
and excitable and became almost hysterical in her play, es-
pecially if strangers noticed her. Shortly before eloping with
Ruth's father she acquired syphilis. She continued to be
sexually promiscuous and had a very bad reputation. After the
death of one of her children she had a mild shock followed
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by a numbness and her face was drawn slightly to one side; her
speech and sight were also affected. She was finally diagnosed
I^
as a moron and was admitted to this institution. She has made
|
I
a satisfactory adjustment in that she is not troublesome and !
can do routine work. She is now quiet, phlegmatic, slow and
lackadaisical in her performance.
Ruth has three siblings--tv/o brothers and one sister.
Both her brothers are imbeciles and have been institutionalized,
and her sister is mentally dull. While living with her parents
this sister had sex experiences and contracted gonorrhea. Afteri
being placed in a foster home she continued to show a decided
j
!
interest in the opposite sex although no immoral tendencies |i
il
were noted. For several years she practised masturbation. Pa-
It
I
f
temal aunts considered her rather irresponsible. After gradu-lj
l
ating from High School she entered a nurses' training school
but failed to qualify as she was not dependable and could not
,
apply herself. She secured several menial jobs and finally !
had a forced marriage; her husband has no steady v/ork and they
are having a difficult struggle.
I
1
Ruth lived with her family until eleven and one-half yearsj
I
I
of age except during the intervals when her mother deserted |
!
and the children were placed with relatives. The family was
said to have lived in a little shack in a smal] town. After
l
Ruth's mother was institutionalized, her father filed a stub-
born complaint against both girls as they were entirely beyond
control and admitted having had sex experiences. It was felt '
I
that they were victims of circumstances and lack of parental
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control rather than being innately bad. Accordingly, both girls !l
were committed to one of the children’s agencies. Very little
.1
is known about Ruth's foster home beyond the fact that the
^
foster mother was described as being very conscientious and ”
kindhearted and providing good supervision. She took a real
Interest in Ruth and did her best for her. Ruth seemed to be
.j
fond of her foster mother and liked the home,
|
The records give very little detailed information concern-!
ing Ruth's adjustment, yet very definite traits are indicated
which are most significant especially when studied in the light i
I
of Ruth's later development. First of all, she was a quiet
;j
girl who did not care to mingle with others or make friends
j!
and preferred to stay in the house rather than go out to play.
1
Although she was not a behavior problem at home, frequently 'j
I
she was a disturbing factor when away from her foster mother;
|
II
T it was thought that this was due to the fact that she selected
I
undesirable girls for her associates. Furthermore, she had a
! most peculiar personality. Although living in an excellent
i
home v/here she received plenty of help and stimulation, her
manner was one of Indifference and she continued to be Inatten- |
tlve and Irresponsible, If punished or deprived of some
;
pleasure, she accepted it in a pleasant, calm way and seemed '
not to care. No method of appealing to her could be found as
she responded neither to kindness nor harshness. In general,
i
she was happy-go-lucky and took little or no Interest in any-
thing,
!
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When placed in the fifth grade at approximately thirteen
years of age her school work was very poor and although she was
told repeatedly to take home her books in order to receive extra
help, she refused to comply. After a great deal of special
attention and prodding she showed remarkable Improvement. Her
general average was raised to ninety per cent and her conduct
advanced from poor to excellent.
Nevertheless, although given good home training she de-
veloped peculiar habits and at the same time her school work
dropped. She refused to sit with the rest of the family at
the table and sulked if obliged to do so. She refused the food
served her but at the end of the meal would go into the kitchen
and slyly eat a large piece of butter or a cup of sugar. On a
few occasions she took food of inferior quality which had been
left for the dog. She persisted in stealing all the senna and
prunes she could find so that it became necessary to keep them
locked. On another occasion when her foster mother was pre-
paring creamed toast and asked Ruth to stir the cream, Ruth
drank the entire mixture. Previously she had never shown any
symptoms of an abnormal appetite and v;hen given money to buy
candy or other sweets, she usually preferred to save her money.
She never took cake or pie or anything that the average person
would want, but Instead usually took raw food and herbs. When
questioned about her conduct she stated that occasionally she
had a great desire for food and could not resist the temptation
to steal. She also lied to conceal her disobediences and
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petty thieving and was very stubborn and extremely jealous of i|
her older sister. 5’inally, when almost fourteen and one-half 'i
i|
years of age, Ruth developed nocturnal enuresis and admitted '
she had practised masturbation over a long period. On account '
of her poor school work and aberrant habits, Ruth's foster
mother questioned her mentality.
-i
After a trial of over two and one-half years in a foster
home she was sent to a mental hospital where she was kept for
special study for four months. She took part in the ward work ’
but seemed quiet and retiring and looked slightly depressed.
i'
She was extremely lazy and slow and did unreliable work. In i
helping to care for one of the physician's children, she showed]
a decided lack of initiative and was content to sit and do lit-,|
tie except as given specific directions; she was unable to
manage children satisfactorily.
l|
II
In the hospital she was described as being irritable and
surly. The nurses reported that she thought people slighted \
her and was found sulking because "nobody loved her." She
|
craved affection and expressed a feeling of love for one of the
,
female physicians. There were periods when she stopped what-
j
ever she was doing, sat down and proceeded to day-dream. No
j
autoerotism was observed. At times she seemed rather nega- <
tivistic. However, from the psychiatrist's viewpoint, the most'
significant symptom was the fact that Ruth talked freely with
I
her physician about general matters but refused to discuss her
conduct in her foster home. On a few occasions she admitted i
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her peculiar eating habits but could give no reason for behav-
i ing in such a manner. She showed an apparent blocking when-
1
I
j
ever significant matters were considered. She was encouraged
to write to her doctor and in her letters she admitted her
previous stealing, untruthfulness and masturbation but did not
elaborate on the subject.
The physicians were never able to give any adequate ex-
planation or interpretation of Ruth's behavior. However, they
considered the follov/ing symptoms suggestive of a beginning
I
psychosis; unwillingness to discuss her inmost thoughts, es-
pecially those concerning the experiences which led to her ad-
mission to the hospital; sitting idle which suggested a ten-
dency to fantasy although no daydreams were divulged; moods of
sulkiness; feelings of being slighted; lack of sustained in-
terest in any task; the history of peculiar eating habits and
once in the hospital refusal to eat for several meals; and a
tendency to think she could do anything anybody could do with-
I out training. It was felt that perhaps her sex life was closely
i
j
connected with some of her difficulties and that auto eroticism
might have at least partially accounted for her disinclination
to be with others. At any rate, the staff felt certain that
the total picture Ruth presented could not be explained by her
intelligence quotient of 75- The final diagnosis was Psycho-
' pathic Personality.
Almost Immediately after her discharge from the mental
hospital she was admitted to the Walter E. Femald State School
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At that time she was slightly more than fourteen and one-half
years of age, had a mental age of 10 years and an intelligence
quotient of 68. At first she seemed shy and awkward and pre-
sented a pathetic picture. She was well behaved, made friends
ij
with the high grade moron girls, took an interest in all the
activities, and made a good adjustment to institutional life.
She was quiet and courteous, showed no sex interest, suid was
never any disciplinary problem. For several years she was
slack and untidy about her personal appearance; she would wear '
her clothing without mending and would not keep herself clean
unless closely watched. Furthermore, she was lazy and slow
|
and did her work poorly unless given constant supervision.
Finally, during six and one-half years of training in the School
she made a remarkable improvement, not only in her work but
also in her personal appearance and disposition. She took the
leading parts in plays and entertainments, played the saxa-
phone in the orchestra and was a graceful dancer. She made a
.1
gain in her mental age of nearly two and one-half years and her
intelligence quotient was increased ten points; she was then
considered a borderline case rather than feebleminded. Because
of her high Intelligence quotient it was felt desirable to
place her in the community although she was only twenty-one
years of age. (This is several years younger than the mp^ority
}|
I
of girls are paroled. )
The first home in which Ruth was placed was located in a 'j
residential section of a city which offered a variety of
I'
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opportunities for recreation. The family consisted of three
j
adults and a young girl of college age who was away at school.
,
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The employer, Mrs. Clark, was a fine type of woman with a
charming personality and a great deal of dignity and poise; ha?
husband was a capable executive in the eaucational field, Tr.Q^
was a homelike atmosphere and the refinement and culture found
in the homes of American professional people. It was believed
that Ruth might profit from such an environment, Mrs. Clark
did not wish to Include Ruth in any of the family activities
and could not furnish any recreation but was willing to take a
personal interest in her and advise her how to spend her lei-
sure time. A well known social agency had placed several girls
in the home over a period of five or six years. The worker
felt that Mrs. Clark satisfied the girls' physical needs and
provided good supervision yet expected a great deal because
of her unusually high standards and, without intending to be
so, was aioof and unable to gain their confidence,
Ruth lived in this home for more than a year and a half
and during tnat time presented many problems. One of the most
serious difficulties was her inefficiency, due partly to her
being slow in thought as well as in action and also to her
lack of initiative. Although carefully trained at the School
she seemed unable to ao the simplest task without definite and
specific directions. This was not in accord with her mentality
and previous performance. furthermore, she did not apoear to
listen to directions as evidenced by the fact that when
'T
'
.
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neifiow 8riT .B'tmax xXa no evil lo JboX-ieq 8 ndvo eaod edw ftX
bfia abeen iBOlaxdq 'elnXB ©d^ beXlsX^sa dnslO .enM ;l8if.X JI0 I
9eu8D9Cf Xfi-sb ja baXjoqxo 1©^ noXaXvioqx/a Jboo^ji Jbeblvonq
ed cj ;grfXbfi©inX XLCd^Xw «X»a8 ao'ifiX>nJ3cfa xtgXd
.©oneiiilfioo nidil^ nX8.B eldfastif bna I 0C.I& a«w ^oa
1X8/1 8 bxiB 'tfi&x B ruariX ©noa: nol ©nicri aXdX nX bevXi dJuH
XecT eriX lo ©nC .8':?©Jdo'iq beJn^eonq ©nxiJ xsxiX anXniLjJ!) bn®
ndfi oX Y^X“'t8C 9ub
,
YOn©ioXll9nx non aaw aeXXXjjoillXb ax/oinaa
nad oX oal© brts noXXoB ni as Xlaw a® Xx%JLfoxiX nX woXa snXad
loodoc. ©fix Xs bsnXs'Tu yXXu1©t8D d3x/oxixiA .©viJaXXXnX lo xosX
Jbns eXXnXlab XxTOriXXw .TfesX XaalqrnXe ©rix o-’- ox ©XdBnxx bainaoe orla
YXilBXnoiu n©d riXXvY bnooo© nX Xon 8Bw siriT .anoXXoonXb oXlXoeqa
ox *i8©qqB Xcf! bib arls .©nomnenxno'i .©ofxeiinc'i'ioq ©i/oivanq bna
iiadTJ XBdX XobI ©dX x^ baonsbXv© sjb arroXXoanib cx n©XaXX
questioned about a piece of work which she had been expected to
do but had not done, she had a blank expression and would say
that she did not know she was expected to do that particular
task. While at times this may have been due to lack of com-
I
' prehension, more often it was due to lack of attention.
Another important factor was Ruth’s inability to learn by
experience as well as her lack of Judgment. This is illustrated
by the following incidents. Mrs. Clark had explained to Ruth
what she should do whenever a vegetable went dry and on severs''
occasions when Ruth had not used enough water she had demon-
strated what she meant. Soon after this when Ruth cooked some
squash Mrs. Clark smelled something burning and went to the
kitchen to investigate. When Mrs. Clark asked Ruth what was
the matter, Ruth replied that she thought the squash was burn-
ing but made no effort to fix it. Then, although the squash
was so charred that it could not be used, she filled the dish
with cold water and left it on the stove. Another time when
frying chops, Ruth allowed them to burn and Instead of re-
moving them from the fire, she opened the windows to ] et out
the smoke.
Another source of difficulty was her extreme slowness and
her lack of system in doing her work. Frequently it took her
over an hour to wash the breakfast dishes used by four persons.
It took her so long to do the dally tidying up and superficial
cleaning of rooms that she was not ready to help prepare
I luncheon and had to do much of the ironing and more intensive
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cleaning In the afternoon. Frequently she wouJ d start a new '
task before finishing the preceedlng one. For instance, she ;
would wash and wipe the dishes and might not put them away for
II
more than an hour; furthermore, she often forgot to wash the
j
cooking dishes until long after the other dishes had been j
washed. i
1
1
Mrs. Cleak explained over and over again how she wanted
the work done and did it while Ruth watched. She also oolnted ,
!
out her mistakes and showed her how to correct them. Social
worker tried to help by interpreting Ruth's behavior to Mrs.
j
Clark and offering concrete suggestions to ooth Ruth and her
employer. For instance, it was explained that at the School
;j
Ruth always did certain kinds of work at certain hours and
'
always haa an attendant to supervise wnat she did. Thus, she
had had no experience in planning her work and had never had
,
to do much thinking as she worked more or less mecnanicaliy
. |
Suggested tnat she make a definite schedule to show the days ji
when certain tasks should be done; also advised her to keep a
ll
I
notebook of the daily routine. For instance, after going ‘|
' downstairs in the morning, she snould autoraotically set the i
'l
' table for breakfast, straighten out the living-room, wipe the ;i
front stairs, eat her own breakfast and wash all the dishes. i}
•I
Ruth followed these suggestions and felt they had been helpful j
although they produced few appareuo results.
Notwithstanding Ruth's Inefficiency and her realization
|:
of the fact that she was not entirely satisfactory, she longed
|
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for more responsibility and could never quite understand why
this was not given. Mrs. Clark felt that as Ruth needed de-
tailed directions aoout the routine work and whenever she was
given a chance to do little tasks alone, such as setting the
table, she always forgot something, she could not give her mere
responsibility. Ruth invariably had more confidence in her own
ability than the results warranted. For example, one morning
Mr. Clark asked Ruth to make coffee atnd prepare two soft boiled
' ©66S. Ruth was glad to be given this opportunity and told Mrs.
Clark that she knew how to do it. However, when asked how long
i
she would cook the eggs, she replied that she did not know but
thought between five and eight minutes. Mrs. Clark then ex-
|i
plained very carefully and emphasized the fact that Mr. Clark
|.
wanted his eggs cooked exactly four minutes. Ruth put the ^gs
j
in the boiling water and when she was asked when she would take
! them out she replied, "After they cook six minutes." Ruth was
disappointed that she was not given more responsibility but
ii
!| never accepted the fact that she herself was at fault.
Another Important factor was Ruth’s unresponsive and un-
emotional attitude. On one occasion she was given directions
;
for cleaning the cellar and apparently did the work satlsfacto-
i rily. She was asked to wash out the cloth she had used to mon
I
i up the cellar floor so as to use it the following week to wine
j
;
the shelves of the preserve closet. A few days later it was
j
discovered that Ruth had used the cloth to clean the bathroom
floor without washing it. This was not necessary as there was
\ ivf siiiip isvdn LLloo has 'tJlIiG'ianoqee'x eiom nol
•
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_
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an adequate supply of cloths. Mrs. Clark spoke to Ruth about 1
I(
the matter but she made no reply. After repeating her question
.1
I
several times and receiving no answer, Mrs. Clark te''ephoned i
social worker. While waiting for her connection, Ruth remarked
|
that if Mrs. Clark would go to the kitchen she would answer her '
question. After talking with social worker she went back to
j
the kitchen but Ruth said nothing. On many occasions it was
characteristic of Ruth to make no response to anything that was
said to her. At other times she often answered "y®s" or "no"
li
as she thought was expected of her but paid little attention.
Once when there were guests for dinner, everything was prepared!
in advance except the coffee. Mrs. Clark gave her exolicit
directions for making it and even put the hot water on the
j
stove. When the time came for serving the coffee Mrs. Clark |i
!i
asked for it and Ruth reolied, "Yes." Still the coffee was not i|
I
i|.
brought in and after making two more requests without any re-
I
suits, she went to the kitchen and found Ruth had poured the
hot water down the sink, had made no attempt to prepare the
coffee, and showed no concern over the matter. Although scoldec^
Ruth never lost her temper or became angry and seemed entirely
I
i
lacking in any emotion.
Another characteristic of Ruth was her untruthfulness and '
j
stubborn refusal to change her statement even when it was proved;
untrue. One day Mrs. Clark found several teeth broken out of '
1
1
the comb that was on her dressing table. As she was certain
j that Ruth was the only one in the room after she used the comb,
I
c;} esfoga }HbIO .ari^olo lo ^IqqwE 9 J-.eupsf)£ rie
ncij-asirp n&cf 'te-tlA on stsc ©ria i&s^J-jsai ©lU
frtjncriq©!© jiialO .s'rM ^nswafiE on gnivl«o©T bns Xhiqvsb
bejln^men riJjjH ^notJoannco isrl 3ni^XaJr ©IlriW ,*te^now Ifliooe
TT^tf new6 ;’jB bSuow sria arii og J&£wcw jf-raX') .a'xM '.tX iBrict
o^ jCnad J-new ©tXa nejl-iow XbXooo riilX^f siiXXXb;?- .noi^reeup
SBW ^jt 8noX 3B0oo HiO .3nif1.)on bl£B ji;fuR J^ud norloilji axl^
©isw ^ oencqesn on ejCam od ddijM Jo olJaI*ieJoe^Mno
”on'‘ 'lo I^e^xswaoB na^lo eria native ;}A .^0il o.J IsXae
,nol^neJJii BlJJll Jbl^q Jud nad lo X-d^oaqxe ejBw ^ri^noriJ ©da as
bensqs'iq bbw gniriJ^'^^v© <n9nnXX» toI a^aei/g ©^©«r fiedw eonO
\tloiXqxe ^9 ii ©vug itn/BlO .anM .©©."too edJ Sqeoxe ©onavbB nl
arts no neXeTr Jori eri;) .tx/q nsv© brut itl p^nlAjaat ^ol anoiJoe'iXJb
diBXO .anL: ©©I’Jco ©rl.J gniv-toe toI ©uibo ©rriiX odc^ nsdW .©TOite
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©dX e'njeqsnq oX Xq.udwtJB on dbatn ojmI ^jinXe erix nwob naXsw Xori
pftfcEooa rtgucrixXA .nexX^m oriX neve nnsonoo on faoworie^ona
\^£9TlXfr6 beaiesa bne ©.ufiood nc TsemeX nei XecI nsven riXi/fl
.ncxXofr©
’
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1 o Xuc nsiend rixseX lanevse Jbntrot ^n.£>lO .enH y&h eaO ,eitn^mj
ntB&neo bbw eria bA .©IdnX gnlBeenb neri no sbw X^dX doroo oriX
adffico odx baau ©rie neiJB moon ©rix nl ano vXno ©dX bbw dXoH XjsdX
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: she asked Ruth what had happened. Ruth emphatically denied all !l
I
knowledge of the comb and even when Mrs. Clark tried to make
her feel that it was not Important as the comb was old Ruth
1
!
persisted in saying that she knew nothing about it. On another ^
^
i'
day the family had lemon pie for dessert and Mrs. Clark set the I!
remaining part of the pie in the middle of one of the empty
shelves in the refrigerator, planning to serve it the following ^
day for lunch. The next morning she heard a crash and asked
what happened. Ruth stated that when she opened the ice chest
I
door the pie dropped out; she denied that she had hit it or
;
had moved it when getting other things earlier in the morning.
Although Mrs. Clark tried to make Ruth feel that she expected
accidents to occur occasionally and was interested only in
!
I
knowing what actually happened rather than scolding her, Ruth
j
never admitted she had been at fault and always stuck to her
[j
first story. When incidents such as these have been discussed
.
with Ruth by social worker Ruth would give the sajne explanation
l|
^ as she had given her employer and would discuss the matter with
'!
no sign of emotion or change of expression. She seemed to want
' to do her best to please and wanted to be dependaole but coul.d
! not realize the difficulty lay in her own attitude. Social
'
worker could see that Ruth was so vague in her ideas and shal-
I low and childlike in her thoughts that even when expressing a
desire to do better her mind was not on what she was saying;
I
with no pause in the conversation she spoke of the new clothes
;
she had purchased and wanted to show them to worker.
Mi^riono nJuH .joa&cqiu^ LajI Jarfvr ri-tuH teiias aria'
«jijsm Oo ,e‘T;J Hiiriw n^va JbfjB diiico atij Ic a^ijeiwonjf
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nl .y.nc 5/..v jbas v.XIarcXei'-ooo li-ooo 0^1 aJa-jbXooa
d.tjfH
.
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Another significant factor was the relationship between
|
Ruth and her employer. Ruth admitted quite frankly that she
'
never felt at ease with Mrs. Clark, but could give no reason.
It was a long time before she was willing to carry on any con- 'j
versation with her and seldom felt able to talk freely. Several
times Ruth stated quite definitely that she wondered whether or '
not Mrs. Clark liked her. On the other hand Mrs. Clark felt
i
that her family had learned by experience that they could not
j
be on friendly terms with Ruth as she had no judgment and over-
,
did the matter. For instance, if she did anything personal for
Ruth she reacted by talking to her as she would to one of the !
other girls thus breaking dov/n the relationship between em- I
ployer and employee. When taken on a trip one weekend she
chattered continually and monopolized the conversation. At
I
another time when Mr. Clark was reading the newspaper Ruth
walked past him and childishly hit the paper knocking it over ,
his face. Furthermore, Mrs. Clark frankly stated that she felt ;
that the real basis of her inability to like Ruth and get along |
with her lay in the fact that she abhorred untruthfulness and
i
unreliability and that she never felt she could depend on Ruth, :
And lastly, Mrs. Clark was disturbed over the fact that
she believed that Ruth was not personally clean. There was no
excuse for this as Ruth had her own bathroom and had been given
bath salts and other toilet articles. Mrs. Clark felt certain '
I
that Ruth bathed very infrequently and often started breakfast
j
without washing her face and hands or giving her hair more
j
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than a superficial touch. Several times she went into Ruth's
(
1
bathroom after she had gone downstairs and found the soap, bowl
I
I
I
and towels dry. Social worker aavised Mrs. Clark that Ruth
had been thoroughly trained in cleanliness but needed direction
in this matter as much as a child. Advised her to tell Ruth
quite definitely exactly what she expected of her. Also sug-
j
gested that the various items be incorporated into a definite
schedule to help her form the habit of cleanliness. Social
worker told Ruth of the necessity of being scrupulous in her
I
I
1 .
;j
personal care and gave her definite suggestions. Ruth always
.1
i insisted that she was neat and clean but Mrs. Clark always
felt that this was not true.
Twice, after Ruth had been paroled more than a year, she
asked social worker certain questions about mental deficiency
and her family history as well as some of the poTicies of the
School. As she was so confused and had been given some in-
correct information, the matter was discussed with her at
!|
length. Social worker became aware of the fact that Ruth
‘ really felt the stigma of naving a mother in the School as well
as her own lack of intelligence. It was explained that people
! should feel sorry for persons with mental handicaps as well as
those with physical handicaps and that they should not be
I
blamed as such a condition occurred through no fault of their
own. When there arose the question as to the inheritance of
mental defect, Ruth was told that there were several possible
(
i causes and that it would be difficult to say what was the cause
in Ruth's case. It was also explained that even people who
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were not feebleminded had varying degrees of intelligence and
that many were not capable of ever becoming college presidents.
Social worker emphasized the importance of using what intelli-
gence one has. Also compared the attitude of the public against
State Schools to the attitude of lay persons to hospitals em-
phasizing the fact that both are opportunities for those who
need them. She apparently grasped the point and remarked that
it would probably have been a help to her mother if she had had
the advantage of the School when she was young. Ruth also a^d
about the possibility of her mother being paroled and expressed
concern lest she should be handicapped by her mother and brother
who are at the School, She seemed satisfied to be assured that
each person placed on parole are considered on his own merits
and that nothing that her relatives should do would affect her.
Although Mrs. Clark reiterated several times that Ruth
was not satisfactory, she was willing to keep her and continued
to pay her four dollars a week. Frequently she considered re-
leasing her but dreaded facing the difficulties she knew she
would encounter from a new maid. Finally, however, after work-
ing In the home over a year and a half Ruth went away for a
short vacation and developed prepatellar bursitis. As she
needed to rest for several weeks this seemed a suitable oppor-
tunity for Mrs. Clark to release her.
Mrs, Clark felt that during the time that Ruth worked for
her she made little Improvement. It is true that although
closely supervised, she continued to be a slow and inefficient
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worker with no initiative. She was vague and shallow in her
jj
thoughts and almost entirely lacking in emotion. She was never
trusted by her employer and was considered untruthful and un-
I
i
reliable and unable to assume responsibility. Ruth was over-
|
confident of her ability and was irritated because Mrs. Clark
never allowed her to prepare the meals. Furthermore, there was
a definite impasse between Mrs. Clark and Ruth which was never
overcome although it was recognizea by all concerned.
Nevertheless, it was very evident that Ruth improved in
poise, conversation and outwara appearance. She took consider-
able interest in her personal appearance, had good taste in
buying her clothes, and looked neat and tidy. Probably the most
important factor which contributed to Ruth's improvement was
her opportunities for broader social contacts. Mrs. Clark's
home was one of refinement and culture and gave Ruth a chance
to have superficial contacts with educated persons. She was
also able to live with cultured people and observe their habits
and customs. She read many of the books in the home and often
made some rather unusual comments. At one time she made note
of every unfamiliar word and later looked it up in the diction-
ary. When reading the "Customs of Mankind" she asked social
worker the pronounelation of "debutantes"; from the context
she had gathered the meaning of the word but was doubtful how
it was pronounced.
However, the most valuable social contacts were those
which Ruth made herself. At first her recreation was very
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limited being confined almost entirely to short wa!lks in the
j
neighborhood, occasional automobiles rides and infrequent atten-
dance at movies. Social worker also took her shopping and in-
cludea her in groups of parole girls who were going to the
Food Fair, to "Pilate’s Daughter", and the like. Although Ruth
was lonely and had almost no resources within herself, she did
not want to make effort to follow Mrs. Clark's suggestions and
,
was content to stay in the house day after day until her em-
j
ployer almost forced her to take a walk. Later, another girl
I
was placed in the same neighoorhood and the two girls were
I
permitted to spend some of their leisure together. They enjoyed
‘j
attending some of the social functions of one of the local '
churches and attended quite regularly the Young People's meet- I
,
I
ings. Ruth took an active interest in these and wanted to take
part in the discussions but darea not do so lest she be asked
questions which she could not answer. It was not long oefore
;;
Ruth was anxious to be given more freedom to make further con-
tacts in the community. She very much wanted to attend a
|
domestic science class but this could not be arranged. However,
she was allowed to attend a community center one evening a week
and join a club composed of mentally handicapped girls. Each
night they haa a business meeting, workea on various projects
and served refreshments. Ruth enjoy ea taking an active part
in the programs and fitted in very well with the group. Thus,
she made suitable social contacts and gained more confidence
in herself
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As soon as Ruth's knee was well she was placed In a differ-!
ent home. At that time she was 23 years of age, had a mental
:03
age of 13 years, and an intelligence quotient of 81. Her new
employer, Mrs. Rogers, was a friendly type of woman who was
very understanding of the problems involved with a defective
g irl . Before her marriage she was engaged in professional work
and her husband was an official in a business concern. Mr. and
Mrs. Rogers had two children seven and nine years of age. The
family lived in a large house in a v/ealthy residential district.
The immediate community offered few opportunities for recrea-
tion but Mrs. Rogers was willing to take a personal Interest In
a girl and suggest possible activities although she could not
include her in plans for the family. Mrs. Rogers had employed
two other girls from the School during the previous year and
had always been most co-operative and had an excellent under-
standing of the necessary supervision. One of these girls had
remained with Mrs. Rogers and would work with Ruth although
they had difierent duties. Ruth was expected to help in the
care of the children in addition to the regular housework; her
wages began at four dollars a week.
It was hoped that a change of work to a place where onJy
a few types of housework were expected and where the atmosphere
would be more congenial would be a help to Ruth, furthermore,
the companionship of another girl, also of borderline ability,
the opportunity to attend a domestic science class, and her
previous experience were believed to be assets. However, even
in this home, Ruth was not successful and after a three months'
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,Xlitids ©O' lo'rroc! 'rc o&Ib » lorilonB lo qldftncirtBqraoo eril
i©d bfi£ t?.ea.Io oonelDe diloecori b bnejJB cl
nave ^isyev/oH .aJeaea ©d oJ bevelled oiww eon&iieqxe aijctvo'iq
'urii iOT: eeif:l b lelln bne Inlaeeoona . ion saw dli/H ,saori elnl nl
trial she was removed at the request of her employer.
One of the Important causes of her failure to make a satis-
factory adjustment in this home was her inability to get along
with the children. Although she seemed to feel that she liked
children she had no idea how to manage them and could not profit
by suggestions. Furthermore, she could not even follow specific
,
I
directions regarding their care. Ruth was expected to keep an
eye on the children v/hen they v/ere in the yard when she y/as not
actually outdoors with them. One day when Mrs. Rogers could
not see one of the children, she questioned Ruth as to his where-
abouts. Ruth replied, quite unconcerned, that she had not seenj
the child around for over half an hour; however, Instead of
|
I
looking for him, she continued to iron.
Ruth could not be depended upon to see that the children
;j
wore suitable clothing when going outdoors or that they were '
properly covered in bed; she used poor Judgment in selecting
suitable garments in relation to the weather and temperature.
Moreover, she was unable to meet any emergency, as was illus-
trated by one incident. Mrs. Rogers explained very carefully
I
to Ruth the use of a simple first aid kit and shov/ed her ex-
actly where it always was kept. One day when Mrs. Rogers was
,
away, the little boy cut his finger. Ruth sent him to the
bathroom turning on the hot water and telling him to hold his
i
finger under the water while she went to her room to find i
something to use as a bandage. After some time, the oldest
child and the other parole girl took matters into their own
lixolor'^ if«ri vJ’ae'.' .e t Js x-evoflr&'Y, aew sde Lai-tJ
e ed^ra ct tj-'t jLf r f jy*t ;'- F' e;? JiisJ’*xr.ciT^i enO
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A
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^
' li.. 'T'ci'TJSO ^’’^sv a sn'c- cH .l'-.M . diabi.' 'jJ; a.no ^d
i
.
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aid bl ed' o.t r.'jirt .gni “loi fcita -siBw ic-d ficli nc 3nin.-tui oioonriiAd
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hands, found the first aid kit, and bandaged the finger while
Ruth continued to search for gauze. When Mrs. Rogers returned
she spent considerable time discussing the incident with Ruth.
After much questioning Ruth seemed to have a vague recollection
! that Mrs. Rogers had told her something about the proper band-
age to use but had no definite idea where it could be found.
Finally, Mrs. Rogers explained the whole proceedure again, even
having Ruth get the kit and handle each article several times
so she would know exactly what was there and for what each was
used.
In general, the children had no respect for Ruth and either
ignored her or argued; they had no intention of obeying. When
;
leaving the home, Ruth said that she realized her inability to J
!
manage the children and believed it was due to the fact that *
she knew little about them.
!
Ruth showed many of the same characteristics in regard
to her work and personality that were so evident in her previ-
ous wage home. Mrs. Rogers was unable to find an thing which
' i,
j
Ruth was really capable of doing. iJ-ven the simplest routine
i
work was often done poorly but when Mrs. Rogers sooke to Ruth
j
!
about it, she seemed to know the directions and sometimes did
the work correctly but neglected it the following day. For
,
Instance, she repeatedly left the basket of laundry on the
backstairs where someone might easily fall over it at night.
ji
She realized the danger but would not put the basket in the !
!i
proper place unless told to do so every time. Llkev/ise, she il
I
I "
•
'
• i ^ ‘Ju
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,
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,
93 ivfo>'lri .©'id biod saelnu 90£iiq leQCiQ
would never set the table correctly. When Mrs. Rogers called !
her attention to these matters, she either acted surprised that)
they had not been done properly or could not recall what she
^
had been told to do. Sometimes, however, if- questioned long
|
enough and given time to think things over, she could recall
;
I
the directions. i
Ruth continued to be unresponsive and took no apparent
interest in her work. She showed neither pleasure nor dislike
and nothing seemed to arouse any emotion; at times she seemed
ij
to act as if she were in a daze. Even when told that she would'
have to return to the School unless she showed considerable im-
,
I
provement, she displayed no feeling and did not appear to make
I
any greater effort.
|j
II
Ruth was so slow and inefficient that the entire household
j
was constantly upset. The other parole girl frequently took it il
upon herself to do things which were not expected of her be
cause she knew they should be done or because she had more in-
itiative and interest.
Mrs. Rogers tried various methods of approach but with no .
result. First of all, she took special pains to explain the
*
I
details of the work as carefully as possible and tried to pre-
j
pare for situations in advance. However, Ruth was so unrespon-
I
sive that it was difficult to know whether she had really com- '
preh ended what she had been told. Mrs. Rogers also worked with
Ruth and gave actual demonstrations of the methods she expected
;
her to employ, bhe had Ruth carry out her directions while ,
y V
i
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i
watching her and then pointed out her mistakes and asked her to'!
i
repeat the process until she could do it carefully, bhe also
||
I
gave Ruth a list of the daily routine.
Social worker talked with Ruth but did not discuss in de-
'
tall her mistakes as they had already been talked over with her^
by Mrs. Rogers. However, an effort was made to arouse some in-
terest and ambition in Kuth by trying to make her understand i,
i|
that both her employer and the Schooj. were trying to help her il
do her work in such a way that she would prove able to accept
I
responsibility and therefore could receive higher wages and
jj
eventually earn her own living without the School's supervision, i
When Ruth expressed a vague wish that she had more education,
social worker tried to make her see that she could help to edu-
cate herself for life by taking more interest in her work.
Pointed out to her that satisfactory accomplishment of her work
was much like learning things in schoo^ ; that she must listen
to directions, study the assigned tasks, and learn to do them
under observation until she could do them satisfactorily with- '
out help. Also urged her to arouse herself and make an honest
effort if she expected to earn her living.
Ruth liked Mrs. Rogers and said that she was very happy
and contented living in the home. She enjoyed the companion- '
ship of the other parole girl and was quite enthusiastic in
describing their sitting-room and telling of the little things i
they had bought to make it attractive. She was also pleased
i
to have the opportunity of taking cooking lessons although she
j
I
-
- .
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i
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,
ic t*£OL(bB j:cr: barf efie Jr>dd rfaSf' bjj^bv e 6^aB9*tqx© ciSufi ascii!
-irtB oj qlad hlcco iBiiJ »©a Ti^:i stIbiz oxt bsl'ts Lb iooB
.i’tow 'led ni ^a.: i-r.crnX f’-ioir: i^ci* sliX tc'J XXBa'r.^^d ©jbd
jl'icx neri lo Xx’a jidBi fqmcoc»c v'*«:'.;J'Dii li. : J^e iBn.? t^rf Cvt j»jo Ls^ald
nsiBl i Si\vr.i ait ; . codoa rri BsnXdX anln-iBSI o;il^ :iox;ai 8bw
itfedX cL' ci n‘T.*^*=*r- r.i'iii .aX:;Rj X-^ri^iaaa ari4‘ \;i5yXr,
.
aac; ^ oeniji cx
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had little chance to put them to practical use.
i;
!j
Notwithstanding Mrs. Rogers' and social worker's efforts, :1
i\
Ruth made no improvement. Mrs. Rogers praised her for being I
a nice, quiet girl who was neat and clean and rather attractive.
|
i
She gave the appearance of the type of girl Mrs. Rogers ’’iked.
Also, she was honest and presented no disciplinary problems.
|;
Mrs. Rogers also admitted that she had found one task which
j,
i
' 1^
!
Ruth could do well, but that it was not much of a help in run- :i
ning a house; namely, Ruth could sew and mend very nicely.
j
i Nevertheless, in every other type of work she was extremely
i
inefficient. She was also useless in preparing a meal or doing
other types of work which the other parole girl did.
After working for three months in this home, Ruth was
. transferred to another employer, Mrs. i)ixon. This home was I
j
located in the residential section of a moderate sized town. ^
1
The community offered a girl very little except the opoortunlty
; I
i to attend church and to make small purchases in the local stores.
I
^ However, nearby towns with moving picture theatres were easily
j|
;
reached.
I
1 The family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. Dixon of middle age
. and a grown up daughter who was working. Mrs. uixon was a '
1
'
. refined woman who was oleasant and kind althou'j’h somewhat af- !!
,
fected in her manner, ohe was interested in her home but also
1
!
took an active part in social activities. She had employed
; girls from two social agencies and had also had two girls from
I
: this School, each of the latter remaining with her about a year..
r
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Although Mrs. i>lxon tried to provide adequate supervision, she ij
did not always use the best Judgment, was inclined to be erratic
in her discipline and at times displayed temper. Nevertheless,
she took an interest in the girls and assumed some responsibil-
ity for their recreation.
It was felt that as Ruth was a high grade girl she might
oe able to adjust in this home. It seemed to be a simple en-
vironment as there were no children and two of the adults were
away all day. As Mr. L»ixon had poor health, the family did
very little entertaining. The work was mainly routine and the
meals were very simple.
Although Ruth remained in the home a year, her work was
far from satisfactory. Phe could not do even the routine house-
work without many directions. She showed absolutely no initia-
tive, never saw anything to be done and was very forgetful. If
she was told to do a certain piece of work during the day, it
usually was not done and if questioned about it she replied etiher
that she was going to do it or that she did not have time. Mrs.
Dixon found that the only way she could be sure that definite
tasks were done was by telling Ruth to do them Immediately.
Although Ruth was allowed to continue her cooking lessons
for an entire school year, she still cooked very poorly. How-
ever, she spoke most enthusiastically of her lessons and dishes
she tried at home. Mrs. Dixon felt that she lacked knowledge
of the very fundamentals of cooking. For instance, although
Ruth prepared parsnips several times a week, unless she was
oOf
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watched carefully she let them stand in the water until they i
were soggy.
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Another incident illustrated very well Ruth’s general at-
titude in regard to cooking and her need for close supervision.
Late one afternoon when Mrs. Dixon returned from a shopping
trip she asked Ruth to prepare asparagus on toast for supper.
Mrs, Dixon remained upstairs until she thought it was about
time for supper to be served. However, Mrs. Dixon soon disocvored
I
that Ruth had cooked the asparagus and had set it in a dish to
! drain. She had made no effort to orepare the toast or coffee
f
I
j
nor had she even set the table; furthermore, although the as-
paragus had been draining for fifteen or twenty minutes Kuth
I
had no intention of telling Mrs. Dixon. Ruth felt that by
simply cooking the asparagus she had done all she was supposed
' to do and that Mrs. Dixon would do the rest. It seemed evident
j
that Ruth was unable to make ainy practical application of her
cooking lessons.
t
]
Mrs. Dixon observed many of the same characteristics which
: were so evident in her former homes. She continuea to De ex-
ceedingly slow and had a most lackadaisical manner, although
Ruth said she liked her work and seemed to think she was im-
!
I proving, she actually made little real progress. Her efforts
were spasmodic and could never be depended upon to give the
desired results. Her show of Interest and apparent enthusiasm
in talking with social worker were very superficial, apoarently
coming from her desire to Please others with little comprehen-
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Sion of what was really expected of her.
She continued to make inquiries about her mother, asking
about the possibilities of her leaving the School. Apparently
she was quite concerned about her and felt ashamed to know she
remained in the institution, social worker talked the matter
over with Ruth and told her quite frankly that there was little
^
likelihood that the doctors would ever consider her capable of l|
earning her own living. Kuth realized that her mother had been
too fond of activities outside her home and had neglected her
family. She seemed to understand the situation and voluntarily
stated that she thought her sister was much like her mother and j'
devoted too much time to pleasure. She was quite disturbed by !
the fact that her sister had married without telling her family.
(It was a forced marriage.) Pointed out to Ruth how much bet-
;j
,!
ter off she was than her mother or sister and advised her that
her future depends on the effort she makes. Although Ruth
agreed, it has been very evident that she was hoping to be dls-,
I-
charged as she occasionally asked questions about it. She
,1
ii
wanted to earn more money and manage her own affairs but seemed ’
entirely incapable of either.
j
Although Ruth rated high according to psychometric tests,
she was able to make little practical application of her mental ;!
j
ability, she did not profit by criticism or training and it
i'
seemed almost impossible to make any real impression on her.
Ruth showed no real Interest in her work althouprh she seemed to
|
try to please and at times was fairly enthusiastic over certain I
I
It
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things she did.
Notwithstanding her inefficiency and peculiar personality
traits Ruth had several good qualities, iihe was always hap’^y
and cheerful, had an even disposition, and tried to give satis-
faction. She appeared neat and clean and took considerable
pride in her personal appearance. Ruth had been accepted by
some of the young people in the community and made some help-
ful social contacts. She attended the young people's meetings
in one of the local churches, entered into most of their ac-
tivities, and was even elected secretary of one of the sDCletles
During the week she occasionally met these girls, entertained
them at her employer's home, and sometimes went to entertain-
ments with them.
Although Mrs. Dixon was by no means satisfied with Ruth
and often threatened to secure a maid who could take more
responsibility, she kept her a year and doubtless would have
continued to employ her had she not closed her home for the
winter. However, she decided that she did not want Ruth to
return because she was so unsatisfactory.
Ruth was next placed in a different type of wage home
I where she has remained for the past six months. This placanent
I
I
offered her an environment which in many respects was quite
;
different from her former homes and which it was hoped would
prove beneficial. In the first place, the house was small,
1 had been occupied only a short time, and was furnished attrac-
I
i
tlvely but in a simple style. It was located in a residential
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district of a medium sized town with shopping centers, movies
and churches easily accessible. Furthermore, it is near enou^
to the town where Mrs, Dixon lived to enable Kuth to occasion-
ally meet some of her acquaintances.
In the second place, the family consisted of a young coiple
and nine months* old baby. Ruth's employer, Mrs. Winslow, was
a trained nurse who stated, that she had a good understanding of
different types of people. She said that she enjoyed approach-
ing people in a variety of ways in order to observe the effect
on individual personalities and aid in their development. It
was hoped that an employer who had a genuine interest in Ruth
would be able to develop her potentialities. Furthermore, al-
though experience had shown that Ruth could not manage child-
ren of school age and she realized this herself, it was felt
that possibly a baby would arouse her Interest and encourage
her to increase her efforts.
When Ruth first went to Mrs. Winslow's she was extremely
slow in doing her work. She toiled all day and still did not
accomplish what Mrs. Winslow expected her to finish by noon.
Mrs. Winslow then systematized her work and gave Ruth a list of
each task she was expected to do on each day of the week and
the time it should be finished. She also told her that if she
wanted a fair amount of time to herself, it was her responsi-
bility to see that the work was done so she could be free.
While Mrs. Winslow is by no means a driver and usually is not
particularly concerned about the exact time the tasks are com-
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pleted, she disliked having the work drag unnecessarily.
During the first month Mrs. Winslow concentrated on teach-
ing Ruth how to do the routine tasks, bhe noticed that unless
j
she watched Ruth closely, Ruth continueo to work according to
her own methods, completely disregarding wirs. Winslow's direc-
tions. Furthermore, she stubbornly insisted that her own
I methods were the best. One day Mrs. Winslow handed Ruth some
carrots to prepare telling her that she would show her how to
use a certain vegetable cutter. Immediately Ruth said that
she knew how to do it and hastened to fix one carrot. When
Mrs. Winslow told her that was not the way she wanted them done,
Ruth replied that that was the only possible method. However,
Mrs. Winslow demonstrated how she prepared carrots and watched
Ruth fix the remainder. Mrs. Winslow found it necessary to
follow the same process in teaching Ruth how to do a large pro-
portion of the housework and often had to watch Ruth several
times until she formed the habit of doing the tasks in a more
efficient way.
As Ruth was anxious to cook, Mrs. Winslow allowed her to
bake a cake. As this did not prove very successful, Mrs,
Winslow watched Ruth when she made another attempt in order to
give her helpful suggestions. Gradually she became more pro-
ficient until she is now able to prepare an entire dinner with
almost no help, Mrs. Winslow feels that Ruth thoroughly cooks
the meats and vegetables and has praised her especially for
arranging dainty salads.
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Ruth has particularly enjoyed working In a home where
there Is a baby. Although Mrs. Winslow prefers to take most of
'
the care of the child, Ruth Is expected to wheel her out of doors
every afternoon and to take charge of her on the few occasions
j
when Mrs. Winslow Is away. Ruth Is so fond of the baby that
|
I
she begs to be allowed to care for her and Is very pleased when
I!
she Is allowed to feed or dress her. bhe takes pride In mending
the baby's clothes and In Ironing them nicely. There are several"
dresses which are supposed to be plaited very finely but which
I
Mrs. Winslow does not bother to do. However, Ruth enjoys fuss-
ing with them and Is never satisfied until every plait Is Ironed
properly.
while It Is too early to know what will be Ruth's ultimate
j
adjustment In this home, at the present time It is very satis- '
factory. It seems likely that this has oeen brought about by
two factors: Mrs. Winslow's understanding personality and the
baby. Frequently Ruth has told social worker how much she en-
joys working In the home because, as Kuth said, when she did
"something extra for Mrs. Winslow she always appreciates it."
Ruth has realized that Mrs. Winslow has taken a genuine Interest
In her and has given her many special considerations which a
maid would not usually have. For Instance, several times Ruth
was Included In the family when they visited relatives. This
made a deep Impression on her as It was the first time any em-
,
ployer had ever taken Ruth visiting unless she were expected i
11
to help with the work. At other times imrs. Winslow has been '
I
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willing to change her own plans in order that Ruth might be free
to have some sort of recreation which she especially desired.
iiiver since Ruth first went to work for Mrs. «inslow she
has been extremely fond of the baby. She takes great interest
in caring for the child and in showing her to visitors. In
fact, she has shown far more enthusiasm and emotion when talk-
ing about the baby or playing with her than social worker had
ever seen her display at any previous time,
Ruth seems to get enough satisfaction from her work so
that she does not seek a great deal of outside recreation.
Nevertheless, she has normal interests and enjoys attending
young people's meetings at a local church and likes to go
shopping and occasionally attends a movie. Furthermore, she
has not minded working for reduced wages although she seemed
a little resentful when first placed in the home. She seems
glad to have Mrs. Viiinslow help her plan the spending of her
money and she shows considerable Interest in trying to save.
During the past six months Ruth has made more progress
than at any other time since she left the school. She has
learned to do well all kinds of housework and enjoys helping
in the care of the baby. She seems enthusiastic about her
work and many times has displayed a certain depth of emotion
which had always seemed to be lacking in her personaltly.
There seems to be some basis for hoping she may eventually be
ready for discharge.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, certain factors In the community super-
vision of feebleminded women are outstanding. In the first
place, when these Individuals are returned to the community
from the Institution even for a brief period, they should be
I
I
placed In suitable homes with understanding employers. It Is
difficult to define a suitable home because one which may be
helpful to a certain girl may be detrimental to smother. One
must weigh In the balance both the needs of the glr!ls and the
I
assets of the home. Thus, a home like Mrs. Temperley's was
selected for Margaret oecause It was a simple environment and
the work consisted mainly of routine chores which were care-
fully planned. Furthermore, Mrs. Temperley has assumed the
supervision of Margaret not only regarding her work and re-
creation but in the minutest details of her personal life. On
the other hand, Eva would have resented such close supervision
£md is now proving satisfactory in a home where she Is as care-
i
fully supervised but where she is allowed to use her own Initia-
tive in planning much of the dally work and is permitted to have
considerable freedom with her recreation. While this Is an
excellent home for Eva at the present time, it would not have
I
been a suitable home for ner first or second trial oecause then
she needed firm discipline.
It Is Important that the employers of retarded girls
should be carefully selected. Persons who take these indlvldu-
'
als into their homes must not only understand the girls' llmi-
|
I
tations but must also be willing to take a personal interest
j
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in them. They should help the girls manage their wages so they
will make the best use of their money. Often they take the
girls shopping or plan special outings for them; frequently
they teach the girls to do various kinds of handwork or help
them select sultatOe books. Seldom does a feebleminded girl
prove satisfactory when placed in a home where she is treated
as an ordinary maid. Likewise, she is not likely to adjust if
placed with a family whose social level is too far above that
of the girl. Intelligence, patience, tact and understanding
on the part of the employer are desirable qualifications but
I
without a background of experience in handling mental defectives^
j
it is often difficult to determine in advance how far the em-
!
ployer will co-operate. Often the social worker finds that she
must go through a training period with the employer as well as
the girl, before a good adjustment of their personalities is
made. Sometimes this never comes about and in such cases it
is usually advisable to transfer the girl elsewhere. An em-
ployer who learns and profits by her experience with the girl,
is the m.ost valuable.
The girls work best when their tasks are of the routine
type and are not too varied. This is so because they learn by
habit training rather than by experience. Frequently an em-
ployer finds difficulty in training a girl and has to try a
variety of methods. This is well Illustrated in the case of
Ruth. Her employer, Mrs. .Kogers, first explained the work
and gave demonstrations, and then watched Ruth do the work
herself while she pointed out her mistakes; she also gave Ruth
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a definite schedule to follow, (p. 106-107) Mrs. Winslow found
It necessary to give Ruth a list of the dally chores and tell
her the length of time she should spend on each; if Ruth wanted
time for recreation it was her responsibility to see that the
tasks were completea within the allotted time. Furthermore,
Mr. Hinslow not only explained how she wanted the routine work
done, but she watched Ruth do it until she had fromed the habit
of doing the work in that way, (p, 113-11^).
Experience has shown that whenever difficulties arise the
situation should be discussed with the social worker. To be
sure, an employer can often settle the matter, but the social
worker should know what happened. She may be able to help an
employer understand the girl's present behavior by interpreting
it in the light of her past history; furthermore, because of
her experience with many mentally defective individuals, the
social worker may be able to give valuable suggestions. Fre-
quently incidents which seem trivial are most indicative of
what is going on in the girl's mind and unless their signifi-
cance is understood, disaster may result. It is likely that,
in the case of Marie, if Mrs. Spencer had kept in closer touch
with social worker and had reported the little irritations be-
fore a crisis had developed, Marie might have been able to ad-
just in the home. On the other hand, when Mrs. Clark told
social worker her many difficulties with Ruth, the worker was
able to interpret Ruth's behavior so imrs. Clark had a better
understanding of Ruth's limitation; she also gave Mrs. Clark
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some concrete suggestions. (p, 9^). Often, if an employer is
puzzled by the girl’s behavior, it is a great relief for her
to be able to pour out her troubles to a sympathetic listener.
She is thus relieved of a tremendous amount of emotion and may
be able to face her difficulties with the girl more confidently.
Often a social worker can also be helpfu] to a girl by
talking over with her any situation which arises. Frequently
the girls are criticized repeatedly or are given so many di-
rections that they are bev/ildered and confused. Since they do
not really understand why their employers are dissatisfied,
they become indignant and resentful. When given an opportunity
to tell the social worker all their grievances, an outlet is
found for their emotions; when they are sufficiently released,
they no longer feel they have been unjustly treated. Often
the social worker does not need to take an active part in the
conversation but can perform a useful service by listening.
There are other occasions, hov/ever, when both the girl and
social worker need to discuss certain incidents. i?‘requently
the difficulty is caused by a girl's misunderstanding of events
and can be easily adjusted. More often, though, it may be due
to a wrong attitude toward her work or employer. By first
praising a girl for something she has done well and then point-
ing out her mistakes in a kindly manner, a social worker may
cnange the entire situation. Thus, when Irene felt that her
work was a burden and was not worth her best effort, the social
worker was able to make her realize that homemaking was an
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important task and she should be glad to do her part toward
making her particular wage home a success, (p. 23) Furthermore,
a social worker may help a girl realize that her employer is
not trying to be critical but is simply pointing out her mis-
j
takes to make her more efficient. Thus, a girl's attitude to- !
ward correction may be Improved, (p. 23)
An employer will find that she can settle disagreements !
much more satisfactorily if she avoids forcing an issue. It is
advisable to give a girl sufficient time to think through a
situation and then talk it over with her in a quiet, friendly
manner. In this way the girl will know that her employer is
understanding and she will be encouraged to express herself
more freely. If not filled with fear, she will be more likely
to tell tne truth; instead of being obstinate and stubborn and
perhaps refusing to talk she may express herself more freely.
Thus, harmonious relationships will be established and the girl
is more likely to improve because of a genuine desire to please.
While Irene was working for her second employer, ilrs.
Taylow, social worker had reason to believe that Irene had
taken clothing from the home where she had spent a short vaca- ^
tion. Instead of accusing Irene of deliberately taking the
I
articles, social worker suggested that she had probably taken
them by mistake. Although Irene denied this, after being urged
to search her room, she foand one of the articles. The inci-
dent was not discussed further but apparently made such an im-
pression upon Irene that she gave no further cause for
tf
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complaint in this respect, (p. 25)
It Is probably true that a feebleminded girl appreciates
praise more than anything else. Therefore, whenever she makes
an honest effort, even though it may not be altogether success-
ful, some adknowledgment should be made. In this way she will
be encouraged to continue trying to please and will progress
much further than as if all her mistakes had been emphasized.
' Furthermore, when it is necessary to take the girl to task, the
' words will be more effective if the girl is in a receptive mood
This is usually best accomplished by having a friendly talk and
giving some praise before the criticism. (p. 65)
Another important factor in the supervision of a retarded
individual is the provision for recreation, all oersons need
I
j
some time in which they are free from their responsibilities.
While a normal adult is able to make his own plans, the feeble-
minded have so few resources within themselves for the use of
leisure that often they have no idea what to do. Frequently
our girls doing housework can see no reason for time off in the
afternoon unless they can go somewhere. Consequently, unless
watched, they will keep on working, doing unnecessary or unre-
qulred work and then complain of being tired. Again, their
plans are often misdirected and unless guided the girls will
abuse their privileges. It has been found best to give our
girls only a small amount of free time at first, and as they
prove able to use it to advantage, this can be increased. Fre-
quently a girl is satisfied with such simple diversions as
taking walks in the neighborhood, doing a few^ errands 1^
I
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1nearby stores or going to the movies. Vi'henever a girl goes out
her employer should know what she is planning to do and when she
will return. In this way she can check on her rellaollity and
gradually increase her privileges, iilther the employer or sociaCL
worker should also plan special outings at infrequent intervals
which will give a girl something to which she can look forward.
One serious difficulty which is frequently met is helping
girls to find suitable companions. Care must be taken to avoid
their making contacts with persons on a higher soda? level, as
this is seldom satisfactory. They are likely, sooner or later,
to become unhappy when they realize that they are not accepted
as equals by these persons. If this does not happen, they will
probably resent their activities being restricted more than '1
those of their friends ana will be likely to disobey some of
the regulations. Furthermore, as their judgment is so poor,
they could easily be led into difficulties where the normal
girl would be able to handle the situation, :
Sometimes it has seemed advisable to plan for two or more
girls under supervision to associate with each other. Care
must be taken, however, to prevent the girls from making their ’
own plans as they are likely to expect to spend all their spare
time together. Occasionally, as in the case of Marie (p. 47),
the social worker was able to arrange for a girl to at end a
club for backward girls in a community center. Although Marie
was somewhat older than the other girls, they proved to be good
companions for her as their mental ages were approximately the
same
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Although it has been stated previously that only a small
i
proportion of the feebleminded are sexually delinquent if
properly supervised, the girls who do present these tendencies
are so different in type and so difficult to manage, that it
seems necessary to discuss this problem in more detail. One
must rememoer that these girls' former experiences in the com-
'\
munity were such that they were able to satisfy their sexual
desires. If they are going to be helped to confom to the
i|
standards of society, both their employer and social worker
must recognize the strong drive and appreciate the tension '
which results from its repression. Usually this produces an
intense restlessness and often resentment toward the super-
,]
visors and this must be treated wisely. While no form of
recreation will be an adequate substitute for their sex desires,
nevertheless, if they are kept busy, they will not have time
to seek their ovm outlets. Therefore, it is of the utmost im-
portance to plan some definite leisure program.
Experience has shown that until a girl has proven trust-
worthy she should not be allowed to wander about the community
i
alone. At first her employer should plan definite activities i
I
such as sending her on errands or letting her go to a church
li
service. The girl should thoroughly understand exactly what !
she is allowed to do and when she is expected to return.
Special outings should also be planned when the girl is taken
I
to the movies, to an entertainment or to some public building;
some girls appreciate eating in restaurants. Only as she is
.J
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kept occupied and happy and overcomes her general restlessness,
;
can there be any hope of submerging the se> drives. Unti] that I;
i
1 8 accomplished, it is not safe to give her too much freedom.
Moreover, care must be taken to give thoughtful supervision
|
as long as she is in the community. Although the girl may
appear to have made an excellent adjustment, as soon as she is i!
.
given too much freedom, she may quickly slip back into her I
1
I
,1
!
former habits. (p. 47)
It is evident that the problem of mental deficiency af-
fects a variety of fields such as industry, education, psy-
|,
chology and medicine but the social worker is most concerned !
with the social aspects of the situation. Instltutionallza- :
!
tion is a custodial measure for the care of the low grade
defectives but is a constructive and therapeutic measure for
those morons who are educable. Nevertheless, it is the
responsibility of the community to provide for the vast major-
Ity of the feebleminded.
t
I believe that mental deficiency constitutes one of the
j
major problems of any community. We are all familiar with
j
I
numberless individuals whose mentality and behavior are siral- 1
lar to the five cases presented in this paper. Some are able
to support themselves and their families and are decent, re- i
spectable citizens. They are usually found in the unskilled
! occupations where their work is mainly of the routine type.
j
Although they may attain Industrial success and perhaps be-
jj
I'
come social assets in the community, they are never leaders.
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: others have much less security are often unable to hold their
j!
Jobs for any length of time and are frequently in search of ;
-employment. Frequently they realize their Inability to cope
'
with life's problems and often seek advice from the community
|
social workers; often they depend on other people to find them
|
I
j work and frequently need financial assistance. Still others, i
I I
' although well intentionea, may oecome the victims of circum-
stances and due to their innate weaknesses may develop anti-
j
II
social behavior. Sometimes this is the result of their attempt
'
H
II
to compensate for feelings of Inferiority while at other times -
it is the result of their inability to extricate themselves
;
from situations in which they find themselves. '
Since the feebleminded are found in every community and '
]
ij
constitute a serious social problem, there is great need for a '
'clearer understanding of the mental defectives. Much could be
r
i;
accomplished if these individuals, especially the morons, were 'j
recognized at an early age and were given suitable training
|j
i
1
j
and guidance; doubtless, much anti- social behavior could thus
! 1
b e prevented. I would suggest that the visiting teachers as-
j
f sume responsibility for the community supervision of the defec-
:i
:1
tlves as long as they remain in Special Classes. These teachers;!
could perform an inestimable service by Interpreting the needs |1
ij
of each feebleminded child to his home and to the local social
||
agencies. After he leaves school coordination of these re-
I
I
sources could do much to give each individual adequate assist- j
I'
I'
ance in placing him at work for which he is adaoted. If a
j
'
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a'TBiioaaJ ©s-^ril ratoeqfi nl niamuT ’csdj' aa gfiol aa
6b99rf eriJ gn dianqn© Jni vc ©olvdea ©Id^fdTiI^sex) i xia snclx-o itXnoo
X-4ioe8 laocl erli o& bfiB ©cnori elri oq bjxi<o babniflieldsoi do'^o lo
-O'! 9eerli lo n Xw rnl .ccdoe BovitaX &xi nailA .selonssa
dJ'f.x^psba iaobivibn rioae 01 ilotffti ob bJ.noo aeonooe
r II .^9:roBbB at &ii doixiw nol jfncw la mid ^nloaXq at eoii&
further step were taken, that of furnishing recreational nro-
grams, much delinquency and anti-social behavior could be pre-
vented.
In closing I wish to challenge every social worker to
familiarize herself with mental deficiency and to have suffi-
cient interest in the problem to give more thought to its treat
ment. Instead of feeling that nothing can be done for these
"unfortunates,” may they develop a positive attitude, show a
friendly Interest in the defectives and make constructive plans
for their welfare. If intelligent supervision can be provided
for the feebleminded throughout their entire lives the whole
community will be able to function on a higher level.
--0T': iirrul: lo qeJs Tdii^'xul
-©1* Qd ^rLforv ii:oiv«£j--^cf Iijioc'Q*x tiie ijiue ^on^supntidL rlouai ^eniB'tg
, 5s^n<jv
oj neTf'tow i>,iooa Y'^evo dsnaXlBrio oj- rlelw I ^niacLo nl
QvB£i Qi Lftn ^^orie’ioi iXea'idrf 9xti.BlIJtaLBl
SBct'iJ Bit 01 1ri:auoci1 o*^otn evls oJ aei'do^q erid nX dnaXo
eeejrfX id vnob sd hjbo gnXriJcn iBfil ^ritLsol Jo L'i*.s lani .Jnem
- TOfiE .t»br.tiJ-crjs eviiieiq b aoXsveb yodl ** ^a'jo^njjJiolnu”
LxiB^j ;>vXJou'idenco zzlnr:: bns ?.9vtXo«»lab odj ni daeisJnX
b^b/voi J 6d r.A J note iv'toque loss-t ^S.elnt II ^^o.aJlow •xtonS loX
L 7d9r -»iij aevXI aiiwr:-^ ': srld oebnlm^idovl add iQl
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